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Foreword

I am honoured to have been asked by David to write the Foreword to
this important series of lectures.  They speak to his engagement with
the spiritual lives of friends in several faith communities as well as to his
deep learning. 

David’s stories are life-giving.   Take the story of Zara.   It is the
fourth year, the fourth month, and the fourth day of her life’s journey.
Her parents and her community are inducting her into a future that is
grounded in their faith.   The faith values her intelligence and looks
forward to seeing her grow up to be an intelligent human being.   Her
path may take her to a university.   Perchance, she will meet Hannah
following her own path.  Hannah’s parents and community have also
inducted her into a bright future.  Zara’s encounter with Hannah is a
living junction. 

In the schools they attended, they will have heard several languages.
Doubtless they will hear still more at university.  The words of languages
are archives, like Zara and Hannah.  When these two intelligent, young
women with rhyming rst names share the stories of their naming, they
will find shared pasts, shared meanings.  Their professors will also share
many new words.   Will they share the etymologies of these words?   Or
will they be presented as facts?  

Certainly, the generations of Europeans, who arrived and grew up
in Canada, were taught many new words too.   Some of them grew up
and found their calling in the art of pedagogy.  Perchance they were
taught the etymologies of Iroquois, Canada, Jesus, and Muhammad –
names that are with us every day of our lives. 

How do Zara and Hannah respond to the archives of these words?
Are the words encountered in political science, economics, philosophy,
geography, (his)tory, or religious studies?  A survey of readers’ responses/
reactions to this last question would make a fascinating topic for a thesis
for either one of these two intelligent young women! 
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David in his lectures invites us to travel with him, as he takes us
through real-life stories in Edmonton, in Byzantine/Islamic locales, in
Palestine, and in Kosovo.   His stories tell us of intelligent responses
in difcult circumstances.   He also narrates stories of how our pasts
influence our presents; how amnesia diminishes our abilities to respond
intelligently to new circumstances that divide us; and how aggressive
ignorance is foisted on us through generations despite the commandment
Thou shall not bear false witness. 

With his stories David challenges us – teachers, professors, clergy,
imams, curators – all the women and men pedagogues who partake in
the governance of this landed archive we share as Canadians.   Parents
too are on the list.   Is home not where intelligence is first nurtured?
Intelligence  encompasses  responsibility  to  other  human  beings,  to
future generations, and to this planet which is our home.   Rationality
has  divested itself  of  this  liability.   Instrumental  reason has  gone off
the deep end.   So what world will  we bequeath to Zara and Hannah?
What world will their children inherit?

David’s responses point us to intelligence, and thus, to more intel-
ligent futures.   His lectures point to new Canadian architectures of the
imagination, to replace ones

That may have served us admirably 
But need to enlarge considerably 
As other spaces and times 
Unload their meanings and rhymes 
Let’s accept them with heart
Let’s not build a rampart.

─  Shamas Nanji
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Turning Persons into Symbols
_______________

Someone who has actually tasted truth is not contentious for truth.
Someone who is considered by people to be zealous for truth has not
yet learnt what truth is really like; once he has truly learnt it, he
will cease from zealousness on its behalf.

— Saint Isaac the Syrian (ca. 690)1

_______________

the lure of the falsely imagined absolute

The age of relativism is also the age of zealousness.   They go
hand in hand, codependent twins in service to the same human
passion, symptoms of a shared  dis-ease.   Both are responses to
a longing of the human heart.   Relativism and zealousness are
distinct  ways  of  misunderstanding our deep desire for a  rm
truth.   Both are misunderstandings in the strict sense, for they
fail to discern aright what stands under the desire we have for
that which is true.  In both we see this human desire turned into
an appetite.   Whatever we come to look at and care about is
then forced into conformity with the idea, image, or ritual that
we have erected as absolute.   We begin to hang all our hopes
and dreams on the truth of our chosen framework, our precious
absolutes (including the relativists’ precious absolute that there
is nothing of ultimate value).   Our longing is captured by an
absolute of our own making.  It follows, almost without saying,
that once we hang all our hopes and dreams on something that
we claim as absolute it is a short step to hanging all our fears on

1 Kephalaia IV.77, translated by Sebastian Brock, in  The Wisdom of Saint Isaac
the Syrian (Fairacres, Oxford: SLG Press Convent of the Incarnation, 1997): 15.
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it as well.  In this moment the holy longing of the human heart
and mind that lies behind the search for absolutes becomes pol-
luted.  Zealousness for the truth frames how we see and under-
stand and reshapes our response to the fragility of the life of the
world.  It is this passion, this disease that Saint Isaac says we are
freed from when we learn what truth is really like.   But  we are
only open to learn what truth is like when our understanding of
truth itself is transformed. 

For  the relativist  this  transformation requires  the  letting
go of the deep disappointment in the discovery that no abstract
value, no matter how ultimate it may appear, holds in all times
and all places.   The spiritual source of relativism is often if not
always a result of the loss of faith in the god of the philosophers,
and it leads, often, to cynicism.  “If my absolute is not claimed by
all including god then the search for absolutes is itself nothing
but human foolishness.”   The zealous, often religious men and
women, have yet to walk through the valley of shattered absolutes.
They erect elaborate temples of truth, statement-by-statement,
fact-by-fact, temples that have turrets strategically located, each
well-armed and poised to  re at a moment’s notice.   Both the
relativist and the zealous are spiritual adolescents at best, and in
our fragile world, where the news media often shapes the public
discourse,  they  have  bonded  with  each  other  with  the  result,
deliberate or otherwise, of diverting attention away from serious
encounter with “what truth is really like”.     

an appetite for enemies

In the last decade or so I have listened to various people talk
about Islam.  Some are scholars of signicance with a consider-
able reputation.  Others are journalists and others simply thought-
ful men and women in the grip of fear.  I have come to know some
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of these people.   These women and men identify themselves,
usually with vigour, with either the right or the left in both re-
ligious and political  circles.   They identify a discrete although
often opposite set of cultural diseases with our present age; and I
share at least a portion of their concern.  Where I part company
with both the right and the left − conservatives, liberals, progres-
sives − and with their growing fraternities is when they prescribe
antidotes to our cultural diseases based on their relativism or on
their zealousness for the truth.  The antidotes they prescribe to the
cultural and political diseases they see are one form or another of
law, surgery, or war.  These ought to be our last resort brought
forward when all else fails and our absolutes appear to be threat-
ened.   We have made them commonplace.   It  is  tragic,  to my
mind, that the antidotes offered by both sets of true believers
frighten so many otherwise sensible people into drawing back
from even admitting that there are diseases within our society
that need our healing touch.   It  is  this  condition that has left
us with the endless dialectical stand off between conservatives,
liberals, and progressives who are zealous for the truth, zealous
for relativism.  Rather than seeking to heal the ills of society and
culture, the zealous and the relativists have, over the last  fty
years, masterfully gured out how to use up most of the social,
cultural, and political oxygen as they square off over and over
again to wrongly divide “the word of truth”.   Both contribute
with equal  passion to the emotional  landscape that  traps the
human mind and spirit somewhere between indignation, despair,
and cynicism.   This is not a conservative problem.   It is  not a
liberal  problem.   It is  not a progressive problem.   It is  a joint
creation of the right and the left, of relativists and absolutists,
the spiritually codependent twins of our age. 
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triangulation and the fraternity of enemies

Let  me  illustrate  with  my  recent  gleanings  from  public  and
private commentaries on Islam and arguments about its current
geopolitical situation.  A number of pundits who are zealous for
the truth have begun to revive the thesis that we may understand
the difference between Islam and Christianity simply by com-
paring what they refer to as the founding gures of the two faiths:
Jesus Christ and Muhammad.2  One such commentator pointed
out that Jesus had no army but died on a cross, while, as he argued,
Muhammad established a new political order and did so with the
sword.   I heard this argument in a church in a lecture billed as
a lecture on Islam.  It gave the commentator an opportunity to
be zealous for the truth of Christianity and to paint a picture of
Muhammad, of  Islam and Muslims that used all  the tropes of
medieval hate literature developed in the Christian West in the
fearful days of the disintegration of Christian empires and the
rise of a Muslim one.  Muhammad, Muslims, indeed Islam, were
turned into a symbol.  

Each time I hear someone begin to examine Islam by compar-
ing the two founding  gures of Christianity and Islam, Jesus
Christ and Muhammad, I am taken aback.   Neither thoughtful
Christian nor Muslim would stumble into this way of treating
or dening Jesus Christ or Muhammad.   Here we have history
stripped of its complexity and purpose to frame an ideological
position.   It  is  what we have come to expect from journalists
seeking easy copy and snappy headlines.   From the perspective
of the Christian tradition this is a false start, for it begins neither

2 Christian and Muslim orthodox faithful  do not  consider  Jesus  Christ  or
Muhammad as “founding” a faith or religion.   Rather, they are understood to
embody and carry forth a revelation from before the foundations of the world.
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at the heart of the human nature or in the presence of God’s love.
It is also a sin against the commandment, “Thou shall not bear
false witness.”  

3  
What the zealous commentators then proceed to do is paint

a picture of the founding period of Islam through the military
actions of the prophet Muhammad based on a carefully con-
structed  albeit  limited  set  of  historical  facts.   The  Qur’an  is
mined to prove the point.  This reduction of Islam to a militant
religion with an appetite for conversions by the sword runs like
a thread through European literature of the last seven hundred
years.   Its  thesis  and argument and its  marshalling of facts  is
claimed by a curious set of fellow travellers.  Some of them are
zealous Christians engaged in an apology for the faith like my
fellow congregant.   Some are deeply committed relativists solely
concerned with the ultimate triumph of the secular.   Formally,
they share nothing of ultimate value.  But enemies need common
enemies and thrive in each other’s presence once they  nd the
common enemy.   They claim, of course,  to stand on different
ground but this claim is simply a way of hiding from each other
their relationship as codependent spiritual twins.  

This picture of both the prophet and Islam was painted in
pretty  much the  same way by  the acclaimed novelist  Ahmed
Salman Rushdie (1947-  ) in The Satanic Verses published in 1988.
At the time I pointed out in a forum how this remarkable writer,
virulent secular thinker and refugee from Islam, was drawing
on the standard tropes of medieval hate literature originating in
the Western Church as a result of threats from both the outside
and the inside: coming from outside, the expansion of what were

3 This is the ninth commandment, or, if  one is using the Roman Catholic or
Lutheran system, the eighth.  Exodus 20:16.
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seen as new Muslim empires, and from inside Christendom, the
collapse of the old order of the Roman Catholic Church in the
face of the Reformation and with it the Holy Roman Empire.
Rushdie’s depiction of the Prophet in all its clever awfulness led
the Ayatollah Khomeini on February 14, 1989 to issue a  fatwa
placing a death sentence on the author and publisher for blas-
phemy against Islam.  This caught the attention of political pun-
dits in the West and the international writers’ association PEN4

who rushed to support Rushdie.   They argued that freedom of
speech is a modern absolute the denial of which is far more dan-
gerous than the effects of what some considered hate literature.
Rusdhie went into hiding and the sentence promulgated by the
Ayatollah was never carried out.   It  was  nally revoked under
the Khatami regime in Iran in the late 1990s. 

Rushdie is not alone in his reduction of Islam to violence.  His
secular voice joined by fellow congregant and is then joined by
others.  Over a number of years I had a research and documen-
tation project in the Muslim communities of Canada.  I became
friends with many who are devoted Muslims, with some who have
moved away from the disciplines of their faith, and with others
who are refugees from their childhood faith while continuing to
be cultural Muslims.   Among the latter there are a few women
with ne secular educations whom I have come to appreciate very
much.   They have led the protests at the outrageous treatment
of women within countries where one form or another of what
is  presumed to  be  Sharia  law has  been implemented.   These
women seized by the horrors of brutality in the name of Islam
also spoke of Islam and its origins using the same tropes we nd

4 PEN International is a worldwide association of writers founded in London
in 1921.  Member organizations exist in over one hundred countries and it is
often considered as the oldest human rights organization. 
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in medieval European hate literature, in the lecture in my church,
and  in  Rushdie’s  novel.5  The  irony  is  that  my  conservative
Christian friend who is zealous for what he sees as the truth
about  Islam has little sympathy either for Rushdie’s secularism
or for feminists of  any kind.   Common enemies make strange
bedfellows and when we realize that they are bedfellows it may
be useful to think again about how, at least when it comes to
Islam, they stand on common ground.  

For many, medieval hate literature is remote and perhaps un-
known.  Its similarity to the way my Christian friend, Rushdie,
and some in the women’s movement understand Islam may have
escaped them.   But all  of  us have heard this type of depiction
of Islam and Muslims in contemporary commentators from the
right  and  from the left  (Ezra  Levant,  Christopher  Hitchens).
But for anyone who has even in a limited way been exposed to
the international news in the last four years there is a voice and
perspective on Islam that we all recognize as part of a tradition
of the rhetoric of fear, of those who are “contentious for truth”.
In virtually all the broadcast videos of Osama bin Laden (1957 –
2011),  the militant extremist and apostle of a new doctrine of
jihad,  major  nancier  of  international  terrorism, and head of
the al-Qaeda network, and in the writings of his teacher and
mentor Sayyid Qutb (1906–1966),  the Egyptian literary critic,
novelist,  and  poet  who  was  executed  by  Egypt  in  1966,  we
hear  and read a call to young Muslims cast in terms of military
adventure and death-dealing.  They present the same argument
about Islam that I hear from those who are contentious for the

5 The perspectives of two women who have received enormous attention in
the  media  and on  university  campuses,  Irshad Manji,  The  Trouble  with  Islam
Today (Toronto: Random House, 2004), and Ayaan Hirsi Ali,  Indel (New York:
The Free Press, 2007) were largely shared by my colleagues.  
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truth on both the religious and secular side of public discussion.
It is the argument of my Christian friend as it is the implicit
argument of Rushdie.   It  is  the argument of the most deeply
hurt feminist Muslims.  It is striking and chilling.  Qutb and bin
Laden reduce Islam to a militant religion that closes the circle
of faithfulness by requiring that believers give their life in the
process  of  destroying those  identied as  the  indel.   And,  of
course, it expands dramatically the denition of indel found in
accounts of the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad and in most
of Islamic history.  

Why is the description of Islam given by Qutb and bin Laden
the same as that of scholars and journalists whom I have recently
heard, while Muslims in general never reduce their faith to mil -
itant terms?   What leads them as well as Rushdie and some of
those who critique Sharia to the same body of images and ideas
on the origin of Islam?   Why this  common narrative?   In bin
Laden’s case you must take up arms to be faithful.  It is as simple
as that.  In the narrative of those on the virulent right and left,
including Christians,  Islam is also reduced by arguing that its
foundations, its essential nature, demand that the faithful engage
in both conquest and destruction.   

A curious tradition of rhetoric stretches from medieval hate
literature down to our own day.   Militant Islamist  movements
claim this  tradition.   They have taken the infection into their
body and seek to turn it into a virtue.  This rhetorical landscape
was central to Rushdie’s novel and to the fear that led the writers
in PEN to respond as they did.  It is central to the ne women I
have known who have been shaken to their roots by the horric
treatment of  women found in countries  shaped to some form
or  another of presumed Sharia law.  Osama bin Laden comes a
little closer to winning his war for the  denition of Islam each
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time others voice his reductionist position and give young Muslim
men and, increasingly, women something to die for amidst the
complexities of our fragile world.  When the religious right and
secular  left  engage in such reductionism of the faith of Islam
they contribute to bin Laden’s cause. 

zealousness as spiritual adolescence

Each of these perspectives is driven by zealousness for truth.  In
each of them truth has become coterminous with a set of facts,
real or imagined.  The result is the profound disease that Saint
Isaac the Syrian6 seeks to help us see.  For him zeal for truth is
a symptom of a spiritual disease.   Or, perhaps, it is a condition
that tends to develop at a certain stage in the spiritual life and
is itself simply a marker of that stage.   I think it is the spiritual
equivalent of adolescence, where the young try out all sorts of
ideas and actions with the conviction that no one else has ever
had these thoughts or feelings and they are exploring them for
the rst time.  How can it be that no one else has ever seen just
how  important  and  ultimate  these  thoughts  and  feelings  are,
how clearly they see the facts,  how simple and uncomplicated
life is?   Adolescence is not a disease, of course, although some
parents may be inclined to treat it that way.  Rather it is part of
the process of maturation.  Similarly, when a spiritual father or
mother sees the “zealousness for truth” spoken of by Saint Isaac,
they recognize a stage in the spiritual development of the person.
But just as with adolescence, if the condition persists the process
of spiritual growth is arrested.   One is stuck in the adolescent
stage of the spiritual life.

6 We do not have precise dates for the life of Isaac the Syrian but do know
that he was appointed bishop of Nineveh sometime before 680.  For this reason
he is often also referred to as Isaac of Nineveh. 
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I began by suggesting that our age is an age of relativism and
absolutism.  At least within some quarters of our public life we
have elevated relativism to a public dogma.  Osama bin Laden saw
this as clearly as do many on the religious right.   They share a
religious vision, a way of seeing.   A danger among some religious
people is that they xate on the cultural problem of relativism.
When this happens their fear leads them to reduce complex issues
and themes to what they have come to understand in their zeal.  If
this persists they also become captives of that stage of the spiritual
life that Saint Isaac identies with the zealousness for truth. 

But  Saint  Isaac,  who shared the seventh  century  with  the
Prophet  Muhammad,  points  to  another  possibility  when  one
has come to “taste the truth”.   Contention fades away, he tells
us.   Why?   He is pointing to one of the distinctive insights of
Christian  Orthodoxy.   Orthodoxy  has  understood  better  than
most wings of the Christian tradition that the concern for truth
and the question of truth are not anchored or bounded either
by  philosophical  or  theological  concepts  or  principles  or  by
historical fact.   Fact is not truth nor is truth fact.   Truth is far
beyond the reach of fact.   That  either philosophical  ideas  or
historical facts are cast in the language of the Christian teaching
does not make them any more a matter of truth.  You can dress
them up all you like but they remain exposed for what they are,
simulacrums for truth.  They all indicate that one has not “tasted
of truth”. 

The Orthodox teaching shaped by Isaac the Syrian and many
other Church Fathers  and Mothers is  that  we must  “taste of
truth” and be healed of our appetites for philosophical truth and
historical fact, our predilection for getting our teeth into im-
agined truth and holding on, for competing in pitting presumed
truth against the presumed truth of others.  We need to be healed
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also from the habit  of  elevating facts  to truth.   We want the
comfort of  our truth statements,  of  our elevated theologically
clothed philosophical doctrines.  And we want them because we
are addicted to the spiritual adrenalin we feel at the sudden rush
of winning, at least in our own minds and hearts, the argument
for truth.  We want to be defender of the faith, the kind of person
who knows he is right and who takes pride in staking a claim to
what is true no matter what the cost.   It is not surprising that
this attitude is growing in our day.  The age of relativism deepens
the inclination of many to be zealous for the truth and, tragically,
it does this for some of the best and brightest among us as well,
and dangerously so.

The tragedy of all this, and it is a tragedy more than any-
thing else, is that it turns human beings who are in the grip of
trying to make sense out of what they most deeply treasure, their
faith and relationship to the prophet Muhammad, into symbols in
the war on terror.  Christians have an ability to respond to this.
Christians can be responsible in the face of this habit of mind.  

We are called to better.  We are called to better precisely be-
cause in Him who is “the truth and the life” 7 we are freed from
the habit of taking refuge in abstract notions of truth.   Jesus
Christ never reduced anyone to a symbol, not even those who
thought he was their enemy.   If we taste of truth, as some of
us  are graced to do at every Eucharist, we know better than to
see in the face of others anything but the image of God.  If we
taste of truth every time we, like the disciples,  nd ourselves
in Emmaus breaking bread with a stranger,8 with someone we
didn’t know we knew, we know better.   We know better every
time our hearts are moved with compassion.

7  John 14:6.                                        8   Luke, chapter 24.
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No wonder Saint Isaac says that that when we learn what
truth really is we will cease being zealous for truth, cease respon-
ding as if it were our place to defend and protect truth.   If the
history of religions teaches us anything, and I think it teaches us
much, it teaches us that one of the most serious religious diseases
is zealousness.   Why, because it is always in danger of turning
persons into symbols.  It was a deep concern to Jesus as he walked
the valley of Galilee and the streets of Jerusalem.  And he nally
healed us of its bondage when he spoke from the throne of the
cross to those who were contentious for truth, “Father, forgive
them; for they know not what they do.”9  For a brief moment
they were not Roman soldiers or his accusers.  He saw their faces.
They were not executioners.  He saw their faces.

We are called to do likewise.  In doing so we may be part of
that grace which pulls life from death, liberates human beings
from the grip of symbolic identication and restores them to our
shared fragile and struggling human nature.  

 9 Luke 23:34.
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The Landscape of Christian–Muslim Conversation
_______________

PUBLIC PLACES AND SPIRITUAL  FRIENDSHIP

In 1978 we opened the Spiritual Life–Sacred Ritual gallery at the
Provincial  Museum of  Alberta  in  Edmonton (now the Royal
Alberta Museum).   It was my  rst major exhibition as curator
working on the cultural life of our province and was born out of
my eld research work in the religious communities of Alberta. 1

It included vignettes on worship and initiation ritual as practised
by our neighbours: various kinds of Jews, Muslims, Christians,
Hindus, Buddhists, and Sikhs.2  It was the rst, and largely to
this day only, exhibition on a range of religious traditions in a
public museum in our country.   At the time I had no idea how
important it would be to have each of these traditions side by side
in a public space.  The gallery became a pilgrimage site for many
of these religious communities for the ten years it was in place.   I
came to know how deeply these religious communities treasured
being recognized in this public way and how easy it made it for
many to say to their visitors, “This is our home now and we are
known for who we are.”  Yet I could not have imagined how one
little encounter at the opening of this gallery would echo a few
years later.

1 Working in the Fields of Meaning: Cultural Communities, Museums and the New
Pluralism, David J. Goa (Camrose, Alberta: The Chester Ronning Centre for the
Study of Religion and Public Life, 2013).

2 Traditions in Transition, World Religions in the Context of Western Canada , edited
by David J. Goa (Edmonton, Alberta: Provincial Museum of Alberta, 1982) is a
series of lectures associated with the opening of this exhibition. 
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I was talking with Rabbi Saul Hyman in the middle of the
gallery.   He had come directly from a service at Beth Shalom
Synagogue just a few blocks from the museum.  All the formal-
ities  of  the  gallery  opening  were  completed  and  the  invited
guests from various religious communities were busy engaging
each other around the various vignettes  in the  exhibition.   As
I talked with the rabbi one of the security guards informed me
that a group of young men, Muslims he thought, were rushing
up to the gallery.   He had received a frantic call from the front
desk on his walkie-talkie and was nervous. 

Imam Chebli, with a coterie of young Palestinian men, was
already at the entrance to the gallery.   I knew the Imam well.
He was young and burly and full of life.   In good Arab style he
rushed up to me and threw his arms around me, greeting me as
“brother Dawud” as he kissed both my cheeks.  I remained with
one arm around him and reached over and put my other arm on
the shoulder of the rabbi.  “Imam Chebli, meet Rabbi Hyman,”
I said. 

There had been news recently of Israeli  soldiers harming
Palestinians and having their way inside the borders of Lebanon,
the home of the Imam.  For a brief moment the Imam recoiled,
but in seconds the elder statesman of the local Muslim commun-
ity,  Imam Saleem  Ganam,  stepped  forward.3  He  had  nally
caught up to the others.  Greeting me, he reached his hand out
to the rabbi and asked, “Which synagogue do you serve?”  The
rabbi took his hand and said, “Beth Salaam [shalom] Synagogue;

3 Saleem Ganam’s father was from Lebanon and had immigrated to Saskatchewan
early in the twentieth century, married a Ukrainian woman, and set up a business
in a small town.   An Orthodox Jewish family owned the other business in town.
As a boy Saleem would go to their home early on Sabbath morning and light the
re for them during the winter months. 
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not Beth Israel.”  “Beth Salaam/Shalom Synagogue”, Saleem re-
peated, “not Beth Israel?  Oh, that’s the one on Jasper Avenue.”
He turned to the young Imam Chebli and said, “Imam, this is
Rabbi Hyman of Beth Salaam Synagogue.  I have known the rabbis
who have served the synagogue back to just after the Second
World War.”   I let go of both the Imam and the rabbi.   They
shook hands.  We talked briey before they went to see what I had
made of their treasured faith in this public space.   Little did I
know that this was simply the beginning of a remarkable moment
in Jewish–Muslim relations with me, the Christian, standing in
the breach because of my public work and friendship with both
Imam and rabbi.

Two years later, in mid-February 1980 the Edmonton Fire
Department (EFD) was reeling from a sequence of  res that
burned Beth Shalom Synagogue, Saint Joseph’s Roman Catholic
Cathedral, and the Church of the Nazarene on the South side of
Edmonton.  I remember hearing of the rst res at Beth Shalom
and Saint Joseph’s  Cathedral  on the early morning news.   My
thoughts immediately turned to Rabbi Hyman and the Jewish
community.  Other res followed.  Ofcials with the EFD noted
similarities  in the way the  res were started by a man whom
I came to call the “ecumenical arsonist”.   After the third  re,
religious communities began to organize watch committees and
set up twenty-four hour security. 

I normally rode my bike from my home in Old Strathcona
across the High Level Bridge and through back lanes and side
streets to the Provincial Museum.  Beth Shalom was on my way
and that morning I rode to the rabbi’s home next to the syna-
gogue.   The re trucks were still on the scene when I knocked
at the door.  In a few moments Rabbi Hyman opened the door.
The burning of synagogues calls to mind a long history of horrors
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for Jewish communities and the rabbi put his arms around me
and wept, trying to control his tears to no avail.   After a time
his tears and sobs abated, and he stood back and spoke.

“But, David, something extraordinary has happened.  A couple
of hours ago, when the remen were just getting the blaze under
control, there was a knock at the door and I answered it, expect -
ing the re chief or an investigator.  There, standing right where
you are, were Imams Chebli and Ganam.   I had not seen them
since you introduced me to them in the Spiritual  Life–Sacred
Ritual gallery at the museum a few years ago.  Imam Chebli put
his arms around me, David, and said, ‘We have come to offer the
condolences of Dar al-Islam [the House of Islam], for a house
of God has been destroyed.  Come, and bring your people, and
meet in the basement of our mosque.’  ”  

Later that week I visited Imam Chebli at Al-Rashid mosque.
Just as I had come to know and cherish my friendship with Rabbi
Hyman through my museum-based work, I had come to know
and cherish my friendship with Imam Chebli.  I wanted to tell
him how much it meant to many of us that he had gone to the
rabbi’s home and spoken those words, and how touched I was
by it, and that our life together in Edmonton was enriched that
morning in the face of a trauma. 

At that time, Al-Rashid mosque stood near the Royal Alex-
andra hospital.  The community was then in the planning stages
of what we have come to know as the Canadian Islamic Centre
in north Edmonton.   On greeting the Imam I was immediately
ushered downstairs to see the model the architects had devel -
oped for the new mosque and Islamic centre.  He was so excited
by the prospects of the new building that it took some time before
I could get a word in edgewise and express my appreciation for
his visit to the rabbi’s home a few days before.  He told me how
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he and Imam Ganam had spoken to the congregation in the
mosque at the Friday noon prayer about their visit to the rabbi’s
home and about their expressions of condolences on behalf of
Dar al-Islam.   He described in detail the responses of the con-
gregation, which included what he initially  thought was some
strong protest.   In  order  to quiet  the  congregation he turned
and made the rst gesture of prayer.  Everyone fell into line and
entered the Friday prayer.  When it was completed he mounted
the minbar and repeated his story of what he and his friend had
done on behalf of Islam.  A group of young Palestinian men went
forward and stood with the Imam.   They said to the gathered
community that they not only understood the Imam’s action but
lauded it.   This was the only kind of action that made sense to
them, because they had lived the trauma of Palestine/Israel.  “In
Canada, this is what we must do!” they said.   “We Palestinians
know the pain of communal hostility.”

In the early morning of that winter day in February 1980 two
Imams had stood in the entryway of a rabbi’s home.   They had
responded to a neighbour out of teaching, sensibility, and courage
that was born of the Qur’an, the example of the Prophet,  and the
struggles for faithfulness.   The  Spiritual Life–Sacred Ritual gal-
lery was a public space that had turned into a place of encounter
with what each community held dearest: their ways of expressing
thanksgiving and gratitude, of showing humility and regard for
the status of human nature, and of giving voice to their language
of wonder.  In this exhibition they saw the best of their tradition;
they saw it revealed in a public language that deepened their
sense of who they were and their pride in having made Alberta
their home.  Recognition is public work of the rst order. 

While such spaces do not guarantee friendship, they may
create opportunities to open to it; and, sometimes, they incubate
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moments of compassion and relationship across political divides
and challenges offered to us by the terror of history.

Not only as  Christians but  simply as  Canadian citizens we
ought to encourage reasonable accommodation and a reasonable
presence in public places of that which Muslims, Jews, Christians,
and others can recognize as their own, that which is loved and
treasured for its own sake.  The heart of the culture of all citizens
belongs in our public places.  The value of this, as illustrated by
my story, is that such a presence may also become an antidote to
a diet of public discourse that plays on fear and incites violence.
Can  public  places  such  as  museums,  art  galleries,  municipal
centres,  and schools help us all  to be just  a  bit  more free to
love our own and also to be known for who we are  – instead
of who we are made out to be through the prism of fear and
violence? 

PERSONAL STRUGGLE  AND SPIRITUAL  FRIENDSHIP

During the  eld research work that led to the  Spiritual Life–
Sacred  Ritual gallery  I  met  Imam Ahmed  al-Sharkawy  at  his
home in Lac La Biche, Alberta.   Lac La Biche was where the
rst Muslims settled in Alberta a hundred years ago or so.  They
established mink farms using the sh in the lake as the source
of food for their fur farms.  Ahmed al-Sharkawy, now of blessed
memory, was a diminutive soft-spoken man, humble and measured
in his speech with a keen mind and deeply pastoral spirit.   He
was born in Egypt and had studied at the ancient Al-Azhar Uni-
versity in Cairo.  It had been founded a thousand years ago by the
Fatimid dynasty (909–1171), rulers of an Ismaili Shi<i empire in
Egypt and parts of North Africa.  Ahmed had established schools
in south India prior to coming to serve Muslim communities in
Alberta. 
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I had stopped at the mosque in Lac La Biche and a person
directed me to the home of Imam al-Sharkawy a short distance
away.  I knocked on the door and it opened almost immediately.
To get to the door Ahmad had clearly had to step over a calf
that lay just inside.  He shook my hand with both his in a kind
and gracious way.  He hurried to tell me that it was Eid al-Adha
(the Feast  of  Sacrice) which commemorates  Abraham’s sacri-
ce and that a local farmer had just dropped the calf off a few
minutes before.   It has become a custom to give a slaughtered
animal to the poor in fullling the needs of social welfare and
charity.   It did not take me long to realize how little the family
was  living on.   I  had seen a  few Christian  pastors  starved in
service to a church and now I wondered if  I  was seeing such
devotion in service to a mosque.

I stepped over the calf as we moved into the living room and
sat on the couch.  The two small al-Sharkawy children bounced
into our laps and settled in for the conversation.  Ahmad opened
the conversation by reecting on the layers of meaning found
in the haunting story of the great prophet and his son.  He noted
that Islamic tradition takes it to be Ishmael, not Isaac, who made
that journey with his father.   The name of the son is not men-
tioned in the Qur’an.  Our conversation quickly moved to engage
the narrative and we talked about obedience,  sacrice, and the
human struggle with idolatry including, as I suggested, Abraham’s
struggle with the idolatry of the future.  This prompted Ahmad
to tell me several Su stories and before long we were walking
the common ground of God’s love and mercy.   It  was on that
ground our friendship began to grow.

Imam al-Sharkawy had studied with the  rst Grand Imam
of Al Azhar, Sheikh Abdul-Halim Mahmoud (1910–1978), who
had been deeply inuenced by Susm.   He talked of going to
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classes  with  him in  the  morning  and  drinking  from the  Su
sources of spiritual insight and wisdom.   In the afternoon he
studied with the court intellectual of the President of the Arab
Republic of Egypt, Gamal Abdel Nasser (d.  1971), who was a
Marxist  deeply inuenced by French secularism and the idea
of laïcité.  In conversations on his intellectual formation he ex-
pressed how much he treasured those years of study and what
he drew from both these sources of understanding: a deep sense
of the spiritual life as the yearning of the heart to come close to
God, and also of the dangers that ow from the capture of religion
by the state and of the state by religion.

I wanted to read the Qur’an and knew that the best I could
do was read it with Imam al-Sharkawy.  He was eager.  We began
to meet regularly and read it together, he in Arabic, in a slow
meditative way, and then I would read from the translation of
Muhammad  Marmaduke  Pickthall,  titled  The  Meaning  of  the
Glorious Qur’an, a copy he inscribed to me on the 24 th of June
1977.   We never read very much for each passage ignited the
heart and mind of my friend and he could not restrain diving
into its ocean of meaning, inviting me to see and hear what he
and so many had revealed to them over the centuries. 

These were treasured times of meditation and learning, of long
silence and eager  conversation,  times  where  my understanding
of the Christian faith and its gift of understanding and insight
distinct from that of  Islam was also honed.   But  above all,  it
was a time in which I saw a faithful servant of Allah engage the
revelation he treasured with a piety beyond measure, an openness
I had not seen since my father was in life and spent his evenings
in the presence of the Word.   I saw my friend on holy ground
so, just as on that rst day we met, I always took off my shoes.
Being present together, present to and listening with my mind and
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heart to what was igniting my friend’s mind  and heart,  always
left me with the soft glow that comes from being in the precincts
of grace.

On one of these occasions, having read and thought together
around my kitchen table for a time, we turned to  reecting on
several of the spiritual struggles we had in our lives.  He talked
at some length about the challenges he had faced when he ini-
tially came to Edmonton to serve the mosque.  His understanding
of Islam was animated by the Su tradition which was largely
feared and misunderstood by the community.   In addition, he
was always speaking of the love of God when so many wished
him to speak of God’s justice.  I do not remember what prompted
my self-disclosure that afternoon but I confessed to him what
a struggle it was to have some very close relatives, outstanding
people in their own right and deeply committed to an evangelical-
fundamentalist  vision of the Christian faith, always fearful of
my expressions of faith and what Christianity had unfolded in
my understanding.   Sometimes they would do this in prayers
that masqueraded as blessings but, if you listened, would be a
kind of curse.   “Oh David, oh David, you must not, you must
not let them do that,” he exclaimed.  “You must not let them do
that.  It is dangerous.  With tears in his eyes he said, “Tell them
they cannot do that.  They cannot wash your faith in their doubt
and fear.   David, if they do not listen you must walk away.”  He
wasn’t asking me to argue with them.  I had done plenty of that!
He wasn’t asking me to defend myself, or to defend my faith. 

I had never heard such an injunction before.  He was express-
ing his concern that I might,  inadvertently,  let the temptation
to deny my own understanding enter my heart.   For a moment
he feared I might move out of the presence of the gift of God’s
grace that I had been given and onto the ground of what others
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presumed, and require, faith to look like.  With Ahmed’s words
a deep sense of relief moved across the kitchen table.

Spiritual friendship does not muddy the boundaries of our
particular faith traditions.  Rather, drawing on the deep sources
of these oceans of insight and wisdom, our interconnection is
illuminated.  In friendship heart speaks unto heart.  That after-
noon God’s grace brought its liberty to me through the words
and presence of my friend.

A year later I invited Ahmed al-Sharkawy to come with me to
a conference titled “Mystics and Scholars” hosted by the Human-
ities Institute at the University of Calgary.4  We had prepared for
it and he was full of anticipation of the opportunity to speak with
others about the gifts of Susm.  In the early morning hours of
the day we were to leave, my second daughter began the journey
from womb-child to birth.   She came into the world with her
eyes  open and took our breath  away.   An hour  later  I  walked
out of the delivery room and was met by Ahmed walking slowly
towards me and looking rather blurry eyed as if he had not slept
much that night either.   A lovely smile crossed his face and he
enclosed me in his arms saying, “I dreamed, brother David, that
you had a son born to you.  I woke my wife and told her.  She
said, ‘Oh Ahmed, if you dreamed it was a son, it was a daughter.’
So bless you brother David and sister Della, you had a daughter
born this morning?  Since we were going to the mystics’ confer-
ence you must give her a mystic’s name.  Ah, Fatima, that would
be a ne mystic’s name for your daughter.”  So my second born
got a mystic’s name, Hannah Catherine,  and, occasionally,  in
memory of this moment and my friend I call her Fatima.

4 Mystics and Scholars, edited by Harold Coward and Terence Penelhum, SR
supplement:  3  (Waterloo,  Ontario:  Studies  in  Religion/Sciences  Religieuses,
1976). 
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It was in high summer the following year that Ahmed invited
me to join him to break the fast of Ramadan at Al-Rashid mosque
in Edmonton.   As celebrations begin at sundown on the eve of
the festival, we gathered later in the evening.   The community
had brought a Qur’an chanter from Al-Azhar, a Nubian gentle-
man who had committed the whole of the Qur’an to memory.
That evening he was to chant the story of Jacob’s beloved son,
Joseph, a story particularly close to my heart.  We gathered for
the evening prayer and when it was completed we leaned back,
closed our eyes,  and the Qur’an chanter began to recite  this
lengthy sura from the Qur’an.   The chant moves through one’s
mind and down into the heart.  It is slow, meditative, and full of
deep tumbling silence.  I will carry this memory to my grave.  I
don’t know how long the chant took; it was time out of time, a
dwelling together and deep listening.

After  the  lengthy silence that  followed the  nal  words  of
the text, and after the faithful had moved their hands up catching
the air  and wafting it  over their  face,  al-Sharkawy greeted  all
those gathered and introduced me as his friend and as a “Christian
Su”.  I was abbergasted but quickly recognized this as an ex-
pression of his generous heart.  He invited the brothers to come
downstairs, break the fast (it was now past 10:30  pm), and ask
anything they wished of me.   “Everything you ever wanted to
know about Christianity and never dared to ask” was the thought
that  ashed across  my mind.   Downstairs,  the  brothers  began
passing water and fruit and nuts around followed by the cere -
monial cigarette. 

Ahmed turned to his brothers and said, “Now brother David is
here and you can ask him anything you want about Christianity,
anything.   Don’t be afraid, anything.”   After a little hesitation
one of the men, to my surprise, said he heard that Christians
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think the world passed into Satan’s hands with the sin of the
Prophet Adam and Eve.   Was that how Christians understood
the world?  “We Muslims do not see the world that way.  Satan
is powerful and always tempting us but the world is still God’s
world not Satan’s.”   I  talked briey about how it came about
that Roman Catholics and Protestants had such a sharp sense of
the power of evil that they had developed the story of the fall in
the Garden of Eden into the doctrine of Original Sin. 5  The gift
in this, it seemed to me, was its insight into the way our sense of
the joy and grace in creation can be distorted by sin.  Muslims,
Jews, and Orthodox Christians all share a concern for the power
of sin to distort but do not see creation as ruined by sin since
God’s  grace and love  remains larger and his  compassion and
mercy more powerful than the power of Satan.  That seemed to
satisfy him.

Then came the next question, the one I expected would be
the  rst question.   A middle-aged man of deep seriousness be-
came restive.  He was searching for words.  Ahmed encouraged
him and I leaned forward to listen.   “How can you Christians
say that the prophet Jesus, pbuh, that the prophet Jesus, pbuh,
is . . . is; how can you say he is . . . .”  The word he wanted would
not pass his lips despite several runs at it.   Finally, I said that I
knew what he wished to ask and I would try to shed a little light
on this particular Christian way of unveiling the mystery of God’s
love and of our human nature.  “This critique of Christianity is,
of course,  one of the concerns Muslims and Jews share.   Both
Muslims and Jews have found the way Christians speak about

5 Augustine (354–430) argued that all human beings, since Adam and Eve,
are under the curse of “the sin of origin” (peccatum originis) that infects every
human being except Jesus Christ and, perhaps, his mother, the Virgin Mary.  
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the prophet Jesus a scandal and I know that and appreciate why
this is a concern for all of you,” I began.  “As each of you knows,
God’s revelation speaks to us in many ways because it speaks to
all the longing of our heart and mind.  We have a lovely Christian
expression that says that the revelation is ‘ever ancient and ever
new’.   The most common way the prophet Jesus is referred to
in the Gospels, the Christian revelation, is as ‘the Son of Man’
and  the  ‘second  Adam’.   Christian  theology  sees  in  the  rabbi
from Nazareth a full and complete expression of God’s love and
the human nature.  It expresses how we can come to live in the
world when we have moved onto ‘the beautiful pattern of con-
duct’  in  a  relationship  restored to  intimacy with our  Creator.
Christians have many ways of speaking about who Jesus Christ
is and what he means for us and how he, in the spirit of God,
has brought our life back from estrangement and despair into
the kind of relationship that your tradition of  Susm teaches
so well.   I cannot explain  all of the ways we understand Jesus
Christ, pbuh, but let me tell you about one of them to see if
it might be a little helpful.   Obviously, Islam and Christianity
see this differently in some ways and in other ways we share
an understanding.   If we did not we would be Muslims or you
would be Christians.  Let me do this by reminding you of one
of your great saints and mystics whom I also love very much,
Abu al-Mughith al-Husayn ibn Mansur ibn Muhammad al-Hallaj
(d. 922).”  

6 
As soon as the name al-Hallaj passed my lips, al-Sharkawy

broke in and assured all of them that they knew al-Hallaj, the
great Su saint.  He established the credentials of the Su saint

6 Herbert I.W. Mason, Al-Hallaj (London: Routledge, 1995).
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and briey spoke about him, encouraging them to listen carefully
to what I was about to say.  I spoke about how al-Hallaj had chal-
lenged both the caliph and religious scholars of his day, speaking
to them about the presence of God in our life and telling them
that their beliefs and rules and regulations were only a gateway
into the divine presence.  He caused such scandal by his teaching
that he was brought before a religious court and tried, like Jesus
Christ,  for blasphemy.   At his trial  he took his juba (his outer
garment) in his hand and said, “There is nothing but Allah in
this juba.”   They took him to mean he was saying he was Allah
and by implication, those who do not see him as God have no
relationship with God.  For this statement the court found him
guilty of blasphemy.   As a result he was  crucied, just as Jesus
Christ was crucied and largely for the same reason.  My sense
is that al-Hallaj was trying to help people understand that all that
is worthy in us as human beings is worthy because it is united to
our creator, the most compassionate, the most merciful. 

This, in part, is also what Christians understand the Gospel,
the good news, brought by Jesus Christ, as teacher and model, to
mean.  Each of us is called to this deep relationship with Allah,
a relationship that restores our nature so that, as it says in the
Qur’an, we are mirrors of God, and, as it says in the Hebrew Bible
and in the Gospels, we are “the image of God”.  This Christian
teaching is not meant to deprive Allah of anything but to remind
human beings of what is most important about their being created
by the lover of the world.   That is why we Christians say that
Jesus Christ is the fullest expression we have both of God’s love
and, even more important perhaps, of the fullness of the human
nature when we come into and live out of the presence of God.
This  is  one important  way,  but  not the  only one,  Christians
understand Jesus Christ and why we also call him our Saviour,
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our healer, the one through whom we have come to understand
just what it means to be human. 

The silence that followed was long and one could, or so I
thought, feel the restiveness fade away.  My friend al-Sharkawy
picked up where I left off and talked for some time about Jesus
Christ as a treasured prophet of Islam precisely because he em-
bodied the love of God so deeply he did not see it necessary to
defend his own life but rather invited even his executioners to
glimpse this love even in his dying.  He told them that al-Hallaj
had done the same when he was crucied.

Spiritual friendship is not shaped by the fear of difference.  I
invite you to consider what ows from the gift of spiritual friend-
ship and how it moves out of the insight and wisdom of each of
our faith traditions in their integrity, helping us to recover what
is best in our relationship to the most compassionate and the
most merciful.     

LITTLE ZARA’S DAY OF BLESSING7

My  nal story.   For little Zara,  it  was the fourth year,  fourth
month, and fourth day of her life, and a day like no other.  She
knew what would happen on this day.   She had already had ex-
perience joining in the excitement of the large extended family
as they dressed in their nery and gathered on the fourth year,
fourth month, and fourth day of her cousins’ lives  – boys and
girls alike.   Then she had been a part of the preparations, the
hustle and bustle of getting everything ready for the day.   She
had been present as a babe in arms, as a little toddler, and as a
three-year-old on the dais as her cousins were ritually dressed

7 I have my colleague and friend Zohra Husaini to thank for the research
project we did on Muslim tradition and the invitation to this gathering. 
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and as the jewellery and make-up adorned them for their day of
days.  Now here she was, at the centre of it all, on her day.

When Zara arrived with her immediate family at the com-
munity centre in south Edmonton, the throne had already been
placed on the dais and covered with brilliant brocades,  multi-
coloured  balloons,  and  many  kinds  of  owers  for  her.   Her
mother and aunts had the ceremonial clothing her grandmother
had brought from Hyderabad, the family’s ancestral  homeland
in India.   Zara had come to Edmonton as  an infant with her
parents and siblings.   Other ceremonial times like this that she
knew were wedding celebrations and feasts, and her clothing on
this day was like that of a bride.

Surrounded by babes in arms and her young cousins, Zara
was taken to the dais and dressed by those who loved her most.
First  the  brilliant  red  and  gold  embroidered  garments,  fol -
lowed by rouge, lip gloss, and powders.  Then, her favourite: the
dangling earrings and the elaborate jewels.  All were positioned
carefully,  crowning  her  young  life.   Through  all  this  doting,
nudging,  pulling,  and  adjusting  so  everything  was  just  right
as betted  her  beauty,  the  only  difculty  was  to  contain  the
exuberance, the laughter and delight.   Finally, the gold sprinkles
were distributed in her hair and carefully applied to her eyelids.
This was a difcult matter since they so easily could get into her
eyes and cause untimely tears on such a joyous occasion.

As families entered they sought their traditional places.  The
women moved to the front, close to the dais, as this ritual is
conducted in the women’s sphere of authority.  The men moved
to the back of the auditorium, clustered at some distance.  They
were present, but at arm’s length from the power and authority
of the women’s world.  If they had been in Hyderabad, India, the
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men would have been behind a large black curtain that marked
out the spheres of authority occupied by women.   Since this is
Alberta, the men remained guardian of their eyes and sat quietly
by at the back of the room.

Most of the people in Zara’s world had gathered by the time
she was enthroned in all her glory.   Some two hundred guests,
mostly relatives and friends, and virtually all with roots in Hyder -
abad, had gathered and were prepared to give their complete
attention when the rst  sura of the Qur’an was chanted.   They
were there to witness her initiation, her entrance onto the path
of  education,  the path to “the beautiful  pattern  of  conduct”,
expressed in the  chanted words of the  sura in  praise  of  God’s
rst creation, intelligence. 

The  Bismillah (“in the name of Allah”) ritual8 unfolds with
ease, taking shape quickly once Zara is enthroned.   The matri-
arch of the family, a stately woman dressed all in white and the
sister of Zara’s grandmother, moved to sit next to Zara on the
dais to guide this little girl in the Qur’anic chant as she welcomed
the words given by Allah.

Slowly a hush fell over the room.  The hum of conversation,
greetings, expressions of concern and curiosity,  and discussion
among the men grew silent.   The holy words which, as  Islam
teaches, begin God’s  nal revelation to the human community,
come to greet us from the matriarch’s quiet chant: “God is great.”
Arabic,  the  language  of  the Qur’an,  is  not  the  vernacular  of
the Hyderabad community, so there is a slight hesitancy in the

8 The  Bismillah initiation ritual, to the best of my knowledge, is particular
to the Shia community in Hyderabad, India.  Perhaps because it takes place in
the women’s sphere of authority and is a local ritual unknown in the broader
Muslim community it has yet to be properly documented and studied.  
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matriarch’s voice, but quickly Zara follows, calling out the words
with all the gusto a four-year-old on her day can muster: “God is
great” she exclaims at the top of her voice.   A smile moves like
the tide across the room.

On this fourth day, of the fourth month, of the fourth year a
lovely little girl in Edmonton, surrounded by family and friends,
cries out the timeless words of the divine, following the matri-
arch’s pathway.  Zara is initiated through God’s words onto the
path of education, the path to that knowledge which illuminates
human experience.  To me on this day, invited to witness, record,
reect, and discuss this moment, it seemed like an eternal moment,
as pristine as the little girl who sat at the centre of it.  The whole
of the  sura was chanted in joyous solemnity in the space of the
women’s sphere of authority and responsibility.  When the chant
was completed two women left the dais and went to the back
of the room to the men’s section.  They each took one of Zara’s
father’s  arms and led  him up the three  steps  of the dais  and
across the small stage.  He prostrated before the matriarch.  She
reached out, touched his head, and blessed him.  He spoke not
a word.  He rose, went to his mother-in-law, prostrated himself,
and was blessed.  He then went to his wife.  Finally, he went to
Zara, knelt and, catching her up in his arms, expressed his joy
and delight without speaking a word.  Then the feast began!

To enter Zara’s world on this day of her Bismillah was to be
greeted by layers of identity.  Alan Jabbour has called these layers
“the process of culture”:

Cultura is one of those verbals in Latin, an action turned into
a noun.   Another way of looking at it is as a process.   Your
culture is what you cultivate . . .  what you do and share.   It
arises  from [who you are  and what  you  inherit]  but  jumps
ship . . .  and  denes  the  relationship  between  groups  and
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denes  a  new identity  which we  share.   It  is  not  simply  an
expression of our groupness but also a means of  communi-
cating across groups and connecting us all up together.9

What values and relationships does the action of the Bismillah
cultivate in the community that has gathered for Zara?   What
layers of identity are being called upon to feed the hearts and
minds of those present?  The Islamic layer shaped and gave the
primary content and purpose to the  Bismillah.   The actions of
Zara’s day highlight, for all to see and hear, the  rst of Allah’s
creations – the intellect.  The Bismillah is an initiation into edu-
cation.  The beauty and celebration surrounding it proclaim the
importance of opening the intellect to the wonder of creation
and the sanctity of knowledge and understanding.   Everyone is
shown, by the very action of the ritual, that this young child has
stepped onto the path of knowledge.   Everyone, through their
presence, has  identied with the importance of Zara’s intellec-
tual  formation.   For Zara herself,  this  day of days is indelibly
associated with the Qur’an, with the love of learning, and with
the desire for God.  All that is best in the world of learning has
been shown to be blessed, and Zara has been shown to be a fully
capable of what is best in that world of learning, including its
foundation, the teaching of the divine.

The second layer was a considerable surprise for me.  While
I have long been aware of the sphere of women’s authority in
Muslim cultures and in the social pattern revealed in the teaching
of Islam, this was the rst time I was privileged to see it at work

9 Cultural  Diversity  and  Museum:  Exploring  Our  Identities ,  edited  by  David
J. Goa (Ottawa: Canadian Museums Association, 1995).   Alan Jabbour was the
Director of the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress, Washington.
He made this remark during the conference proceedings held in Toronto and
noted in this report.  
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in such a vivid way.  The Bismillah, whether for a girl or a boy,
takes place within the women’s sphere of authority, and the matri-
arch  of  the  family  presides.   Women make  the occasion  and
preside over it in every way.   Women initiate all the children
onto  that  pathway  that  the  religion  and  culture  hold  to  be
most precious, the pathway of knowledge.  Here we glimpse the
world of  women exercising its  authority  in the centre of the
community’s “public life”.10

A third layer,  among others,  was vivid as well.   The folk
culture of  Hyderabad as  well  as  the  newly  acquired Canadian
cultural forms animated the occasion.  The ancient Indian sen-
sibilities and cultural forms, from clothing and food to greeting
and expressions  of joy,  made and remade the community  in
the suburban hall  of  south  Edmonton.   Zara’s  khada dupatta
(a beautiful  ensemble brought for this occasion from India by
her grandmother), the  ladoo (sweet cake) placed in front of her
throughout the ceremony, and the paan (a leaf with lime, kattha
[the bark of a tree], betel nut, seeds of cardamom, grated coconut,
etc.) made by several women and shared with friends, all were
part of the community’s expressions of delight in Zara and the
gift of intellect and education.

The evening with Muslim families, in the presence of the
Bismillah,  was  full  of  conversation  with  Zara  and her  family,
with several of the spiritual leaders within the community, and
with friends of the family who wished to talk about Islam, their
homeland, and the experience of setting down roots in the soil
of  Alberta.   Each  of  our  dozen  or  so  conversations  deserved

10 The religious  studies  literature on women and religion has  grown enor-
mously over the last two or three decades.  See Jane Roland Martin, Reclaiming
a Conversation:  The  Ideal  of  the  Educated Woman  (New Haven:  Yale University
Press, 1985).
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several  hours  of  exploration  and thinking.   As often  happens
when I am invited into a family’s life, and into that which a cul-
tural community holds dearest, I ponder the larger community
of which we are all part in Alberta.  After leaving the community
hall I stopped along the bank of the North Saskatchewan River
that graces our city and thought about what the  Bismillah and
Zara’s experience had to say to me.  

How do we take note of the gift of knowledge, hold it up and
express our delight in the potential it bears for all our children?
We have a number of institutions that are publicly charged with
opening  up  the  world  of  learning  for  children:  schools,  art
galleries, and museums.  How seriously do we hold up and bless,
as the family and community of Zara had just done, the gift of
the intellect and of knowledge and the joy in each child’s opening
to it and invitation to see it as a divine gift?  How do we hold it up
for regard by the community, placing our children at its centre
and inviting all present to see their young lives as worthy of being
fed by its remarkable sources?  I pondered the women’s sphere of
authority in my mother’s day, and thought about how my daughters’
world regards their gifts as women and honours their capacity
to engage what is best in our world.  Where are the spheres of
women’s authority?   What can we see  in Canadian society with
a bit  more clarity  after  having glimpsed another  way of  seeing
the authority of women being exercised in the community from
Hyderabad?  I thought of the world Zara is coming to share with
my children and all the other children of Alberta.  

Years later I still think of Zara and her family, of Rabbi Saul
Hyman, of  Imam Chebli  and Saleem Ganam and  Ahmed al-
Sharkawy, and of the deep way the privilege of knowing these
people and seeing a bit of their worlds touched me.
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LANDSCAPE AND PATHWAYS

The landscape of Christian–Muslim conversation includes com-
mon pathways in many societies in Europe and North America
now that many Muslims from the whole of the House of Islam
have come to call these places home.   In Canada and certainly
in Alberta communities of Muslims are now large enough that
it is easy for Christians and Muslims to get to know each other.
What may such friendships offer?  What may they offer to public
life?  What may they offer to each religious community?  What
may they offer personally?

When I developed the Spiritual Life–Sacred Ritual gallery at
the Provincial Museum of Alberta in 1978 I could not imagine
the act of  friendship that unfolded between Imam and Rabbi
in the face of the tragic  re at Beth Shalom Synagogue.   The
creation of public places where the particular gifts of the reli -
gious  life  are  present  in ways  each community  recognizes  as
presenting who they are  and what  they  hold  dearest  in  ways
they can claim deepens their sense of belonging.  It gives others
an opportunity to glimpse what is precious in the lives of their
neighbours, a possibility that opens particularly when “the love
of one’s own”  

11 is also properly honoured.  We abandon an im-
portant opportunity for the public sphere when we only allow
the critique of religion or ignore the signicance of religion in
human culture and community.  We strengthen both public life
and the capacity of communities when we use these precious
places (museums, art galleries, public education institutions) to

11 This lovely phrase and compelling idea comes from the Canadian philoso-
pher George Parkin Grant (1918–1988) who argued that the love of our own is
necessary ground if we are to have the capacity to love the other.  For his various
writings on this theme see The George Grant Reader, William Christian and Sheila
Grant, editors (Toronto: The University of Toronto Press, 1998).
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furnish the mind and heart with a consideration of the gifts of
the cultural traditions of all those who call our home their home.
The alternative to what Richard John Neuhaus called The Naked
Public Square12 is  not the return of a privileged religious voice
but  a rich pluralism that counters  those who would colonize
faith traditions in service to estrangement, isolation, and death
dealing. 

Meeting Imam al-Sharkawy at  the little  mosque in Lac la
Biche, Alberta, reading and discussing the Qur’an and the Gospels
with him, and attending the prayer and the breaking of the fast
during Ramadan forged a friendship which both taught me about
the spiritual  disciplines of  Islam and deepened my own faith
and self-understanding.   Thinking and talking together around
particular  texts,  theological  ideas  and spiritual  disciplines  and
doing so out of  the heart of our faith including our spiritual
struggles brought life-giving insight.  These times together made
it possible for me and I expect also for him to resist some of the
temptations placed before us by those in our own faith communities
who wished to colonize our religious experience and understanding
in terms they were familiar  with through their fundamentalist
ideology. 

And nally, I was invited to little Zara’s  Bismillah because I
shaped a joint research and documentation project with various
Muslim communities  over a  ve-year  period.   With  ne col-
leagues,  faithful as  well  as secularized Muslim colleagues,  we
walked the pathways of the various communities spending time
in homes, mosques, businesses and other work places, exploring
aspects of tradition and discipline and the challenges of modern

12 The Naked Public Square: Religion and Democracy in America  (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: W.B. Eerdmans, 1986).
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culture.   Local  eldwork highlights the particular with its gifts
and challenges.   It  moves  one’s  consideration  of  Islam deeper
than what is offered simply by the received academic study of
text,  history, law, and theology.   One is walking the ground of
human experience.   In Alberta the women’s sphere of authority
was opened to me and I was privileged to witness a particular
initiation of a beautiful little girl onto the pathway of learning.
An unknown part of the texture of Islam was given to me on that
Saturday afternoon along with new ways of thinking about the
spheres of authority within a traditional society.   And, because
of those lovely hours together, I have continued to think about
and explore ways of afrming “the rst of God’s creations: intel-
ligence”, this precious gift, a gift open to all girls and boys and
vividly so on the fourth day of the fourth month of the fourth
year of their life.
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Conversations Ancient and Modern
_______________

a context for attempted understanding

Eastern Christianity and Islam have shared one landscape.   They
have lived side by side since the rise of Islam in the seventh cen -
tury and, in some places, they continue to do so today.  From the
seventh to the fteenth century the Byzantine Empire, piece by
piece, gave way to the advancement of new Empires that brought
with them what the Eastern Christians viewed as either a new
religion or a heresy.  Territories where Orthodox Christianity was
the norm and where various Eastern Christian theological streams
challenged each other regarding the proper understanding of the
nature of Jesus Christ  found themselves incorporated into the
sphere of Islam.  Within a relatively few short years the Church
and Christian  communities  in  these  territories  were  reduced
to a fragment of what they had been.  

Most of us have been exposed to the rhetoric of a Europe
responding to the threat of a new emerging Empire and what
was seen as a competing faith: Islam.  This rhetoric was forged in
the terror of seeing a conqueror approaching.  It became riveted
in the Western European imagination as part of the propaganda
necessary to defend against the invader and to launch the Crusades
in an effort to restore lost territories.   Scholars, politicians, and
journalists in Europe, North America, and much of the Muslim
world have kept this awful imagery before us over the last several
decades.  What we know less about is how Islam was understood
by Christians in the Byzantine Empire and the Orthodox world.

As early as the ninth century Nicetas the Byzantine wrote a
critical  analysis of the Qur’an in Greek, including translations
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of extracts from the revelation given to Muhammad.1   It would be
another three hundred years before the Qur’an was translated
into Latin and available to the West.  As there was shared space,
and  as  there  was  often  conversion  of  whole  communities  to
Islam, the conversation between Christians and Muslims has a
particular character in the Middle East.  That dialogue began as
early as the discussions Muhammad (c. 570–632) is recorded as
having with a Christian monk and also with a Christian delega-
tion from Yemen. 

In this essay I will relate four stories, two ancient and two
modern.   The  rst  story  is  that  of Saint  John  of  Damascus
(c. 655–c. 750) who, born twenty three years after the death of
Muhammad, became a key  gure in the court of the Caliph in
Damascus and is one of the rst Christians to write about Islam
and  consider  its  relationship  to  Christianity.2   He  did  this
while working for the Caliph.  The next story will focus on the
discussions  of  Saint  Gregory  Palamas  (1296–1359), 3 sometime
Archbishop of Thessaloniki and known as “the defender of the
Hesychasts”, with Muslim theologians during a period when he
was held for ransom.  Two stories are included from the modern
period, one from Palestine during the time that Israel was de-

 1 Archbishop Anastasios (Yannaoulatos), Facing the World, Orthodox Christian
Essays on Global Concerns, translated by Pavlos Gottfried (Crestwood, New York:
St Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2003): 104. 

 2 Andrew Louth,  St John Damascene, Tradition and Originality in Byzantine
Theology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002) 

 3 John Meyendorff has written two ne books on Palamas.  See his A Study
of  Gregory  Palamas,  translated  by  George  Lawrence  (London:  The  Faith
Press,  1964) and  St. Gregory Palamas and Orthodox Spirituality ,  translated by
Adele  Fiske  (New  York:  St  Vladimir’s  Seminary  Press,  1974).   See  also
George C.  Papademetriou,  Introduction  to  Saint  Gregory  Palamas  (New York:
Philosophical Library, 1973).
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clared a State and one from Milošević’s Serbia.  In the rst story
we glimpse how the mayor of Gaza acted with hospitality despite
the terror of history.  In the second we see just how demanding
it is when the civil state disintegrates and leaders use fear and
historical anger to maintain the semblance of control.  I conclude
with a discussion of what we may learn (if anything) from these
conversations that can help us in the twenty-rst century.

We are in the landscape of story, of memory, of whom we
listen to and how we hear.  We are faced with a common human
challenge of listening out of the heart of our passions, our fear and
our desire.   For Christians this is not good enough.  Christians
are called to listening with the mind of Christ4  and seeking to pull
life from the fear of death.  Does our way of listening inspire us
to spiritual friendship?  Or, does what we hear simply deepen our
attachment to the rhetoric of fear that dominates our own time?

THREE PHASES OF BYZANTINE–ISLAMIC DIALOGUE

Anastasios Yammoulatos, Archbishop of Tirana, Durrës and All
Albania, and also Professor Emeritus of the University of Athens,
posits  the  Orthodox conversation  with  Islam as  having three
phases,  each with a  somewhat  different tone and character. 5  I
will draw on his work to set the scene and then invite you to
think about several examples during these three periods and see
what we might learn from them for our own time.  

Muhammad died  on  July  8,  632.   Within  a  decade  a  new
emerging Empire,  often in the  name of Islam,  expanded with
lightning speed, extending from the Pyrenees to the Himalayas

 4 I Corinthians 2:16.
 5 Archbishop Anastasios (Yammoulatos), Facing the World, Orthodox Christian
Essays on Global Concerns (New York: St Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2003): 103–
126.
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and the plains of China.  In less than six years after the death of
the Prophet, the Patriarch of Jerusalem, Sophronius (c. 560–638),
would hand over the keys to the Holy City to the Caliph Omar.
Over the next century substantial portions of the Byzantine Em-
pire came under the rule of the Caliphate.  Finally in 1453 with
the conquest of “the city of the world’s desire”, Constantinople,
the  Byzantine  Empire  that  had  proudly  claimed  a  Christian
pedigree and ruling a thousand years longer than Rome, ended
and the Ottoman Empire reigned over much of Asia, the Near
East, and well into Europe for most of the next ve centuries.   

THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION

Here is the story of the arrival of Islam in Christian Jerusalem,
recounted by a master storyteller of our own time.

On a February day in the year  ad 638 (a mere six years after
the death of Mahomet) the Caliph Omar entered Jerusalem,
riding  upon a  white  camel.   He was  dressed in  worn,  lthy
robes, and the army that followed him was rough and unkempt;
but its discipline was impeccable.  At the Caliph’s side was the
Patriarch Sophronius, chief magistrate of the surrendered city.
Omar rode to the site of the Temple of Solomon, whence his
friend Muhammad had ascended into Heaven.  Watching him
stand there, the Patriarch remembered the words of Christ
and murmured through his tears, “Behold the abomination of
desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet.” 

Next, the Caliph asked to see the shrines of the Christians.
The Patriarch took him to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
and showed him all  that was there.   While they were in the
church the hour for Muslim prayer approached.  The Caliph
asked where he could spread out his prayer-rug.  Sophronius
begged him to stay where he was, but Omar went outside to
the porch of the Martyrion in order, he said, that his zealous
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followers would not claim for Islam the place wherein he had
prayed.   And so indeed it was.   The porch was taken over by
the Muslims, but the Church of the Holy Sepulchre remained
as it had been, the holiest sanctuary of Christendom.6   

JOHN OF DAMASCUS, ICONOCLASTIC CRISIS AND ISLAM

John of Damascus or, as he would have been known by his peers,
Yanan ibn Mansur, was part of a high-ranking Christian family
and lived the whole of his  life  in  the Middle East  during the
period of the Umayyad caliphate (611–750).   He was born and
raised in Damascus.  In the later part of his life he lived in Pales-
tine, where he became a monk.  John’s grandfather, Mansur ibn
Sarjun, had been in charge of scal administration at Damascus
from early in the seventh century.  Some scholars have suggested
he negotiated the surrender of Damascus to the Arabs in 635. 7  His
key place in the administration passed to his son, Sarjun ibn Mansur,
who is mentioned by the Byzantine chronicler Theophanes in the
year 690/1 as a “most Christian man” and the General Logothete
(treasurer).   John followed in his father’s footsteps in service to
the Umayyad court.  The family name suggests they are Semitic,
probably Syrian and not Arab.   Given the work they were in-
volved in and what was required in that historical time period,
they were  likely  thoroughly  Hellenized  and well  grounded in
Greek verse and prose.8 

In 706, the Caliph al-Walid ushered in a major change to
the court.   Arabic  replaced Greek as  the  working language of

 6 Steven Runciman, A History of the Crusades, vol. I (London: The Folio Society,
1994): 3. 

 7 Andrew Louth,  St John Damascene, Tradition and Originality in Byzantine

Theology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002): 5.

 8 Judging from John’s later writing he had a classical Greek education.
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the civil service.9  It is likely that this occasioned the resignation
of  John from the civil  administration.   He  went  to  Palestine
and was tonsured a monk at some point in the second decade of
the eighth century and given the name John.   A later tradition
claims he lived at the Great Laura, the monastery of Saint Sabas
(or Mar Saba) founded in 478 on the slopes of the Wadi Kidron
in the Judaean desert.   While we are not sure what monastery
he was attached to it is apparent from references in his various
sermons that he lived in the shadow of Jerusalem, a city which,
since  that  February  day  in  638,  had  come to  be  dominated
by  mosques including, on the Temple Mount, the Mosque of
the  Dome  of  the  Rock  and  the  Al-Aqsa  Mosque.   Jerusalem
remained a place of Christian pilgrimage to various holy places
including the Church of the Anastasis (or the Holy Sepulchre).
We know that John held a position in this church for some time.
John preached and served the liturgy in the very place where
less than a century before the Caliph Omar had withdrawn to
the porch to pray.

John was knowledgeable about Islam from his days in the
Umayyad  court  in  Damascus.   He  joined monks  in  Palestine
who were also familiar with the teaching and practice of Islam
that had come to prominence in their own land.   This had, no
doubt,  led to family and friends converting and other friends,
according to some Byzantine sources, being martyred for their
Christian faith during this time of extraordinary change. 10   

 9 The  Umayyad  court  typically  absorbed  many  local  government  ofcials
when it conquered a region, maintaining continuity with the previous govern-
ment.   It  took seventy-one  years  before  the  court  in  Damascus  moved away
from using the Greek of the Byzantine Empire to using Arabic.  

 10 Louth,  op. cit.: 8.   Peter II,  Metropolitan of  Damascus,  according to the
chronicler Theophanes, was martyred for his opposition to Islam in 743.  
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There are two works attributed to John of Damascus that
constitute the earliest explicit discussion of Islam by a Christian
theologian.11  These works are On Heresies and Dispute between a
Saracen and a Christian.   I will not go into the debate about the
authorship of these works12 but will discuss them as part of what
became the received tradition of Orthodoxy associated with the
Damascene.13  In On Heresies Saint John discusses all of the his-
torical and current disputes on the nature and meaning of Jesus
Christ.  These disputes had deeply shaped the development of the
Christian tradition up to his day.  In those discussions he compiles
the arguments of early patristic writers to make his point and then
builds on what he has inherited from the patristic tradition.  In
the section on Islam, however, he has nothing to build on from
within the tradition.   He is breaking new ground, engaging a
faith that has emerged in a dramatic way and come to prominence
in a very short time.  He places Muhammad within his historical
situation and briey summarizes the teaching of Islam as he had
come to understand it.  

It is important to remember that at the time Saint John is
writing it is less than one hundred years since the death of the
Prophet.   Saint John may have known people who had fathers
who had seen the Prophet Muhammad.  It is also clear that the
consolidation of the teaching of Islam, while underway, is still

 11 For a comprehensive discussion, see “Inter-Religious Dialogue in Byzantine
Thought: The Philosophical and Theological Contribution of John of Damascus”,
Marios P. Begzos, in Two Traditions, One Space: Orthodox Christians and Muslims

in Dialogue, George C. Papademetriou, editor (Boston, Massachusetts: Somerset
Hall Press, 2011): 37–53.

 12 Ibid.: 76–77.
 13 Earlier references to Islam exist in the tradition; for example, Anastasios of
Sinai (†700) was aware of Islam and its Qur’anic traditions and writes about it
in his Quaestiones et Responsiones.
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very much in  ux.   Saint John considers the critique of Chris-
tianity that had become the common currency of Islam, taking
on each of these arguments and, where he deems it appropriate,
using Qur’anic texts to counter the critique.  In Dispute between
a Saracen and a Christian, itself an odd work, he considers the
various objections Muslims may raise with Christians and provides
a response.  He provides a kind of apologetic manual, employing
the format: “If a Saracen were to ask you saying . . . .” 

THE DAMASCENE ’S ENGAGEMENT WITH ISLAM

What might we draw from Saint John of Damascus’ encounter
and engagement with Islam?   In both  On Heresies and  Dispute
between a Saracen and a Christian he assumed the political dom-
inance of Islam.  Yet neither did he adopt the stance of facing an
enemy from without nor did he ail against history.   The con-
quest  had occurred.   He was  addressing Christians living in a
new situation.  The Church had lost its position of privilege and
power.  Islam was now normative in Damascus and increasingly
so throughout the Levant.  He saw friends and family struggling
to understand the new situation, trying to make sense out of
what was happening to the Church and to grasp the implications
for  the  Christian  faith.   In  a  sense  the Damascene  is  on  the
leading edge in responding to what must have been, for many, a
traumatic situation requiring spiritual triage.  

The rst requirement was to endeavour to secure the spiritual
life and understanding of Christians in the face of the compelling
witness and invitation of the new faith of Islam.  How to ensure
that the fragile Christian community understood the gifts of the
Christian revelation, not only with the eyes of their heart but
with their mind as well, and understood it well enough to see
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how it differed from Islam?  In establishing these points one might
hope that an opportunity to move to real health would emerge
over time.  Virtually all of what Saint John writes about Islam
is written to Christians, seeking to prepare them to defend their
faith  in  daily  conversations  with  family  and friends  that  had
obviously become interested in Islam or had become Muslims.
The purpose of On Heresies and Dispute between a Saracen and a
Christian was to assist these people to give an account of their
faith in light of Islam’s argument that the Qur’an was the  nal
“seal” of God’s revelation to human beings.  These writings would
also help them to defend their understanding of Christianity
against the common arguments developed by Muslims as to how
Christian  and Jewish tradition had misstepped and thus how
these mistaken teachings needed to be  puried.   In these two
works what Saint John was doing was not dialogue but rather
creating apology for his own Christian community, endeavouring
to strengthen them in the face of an entirely new situation.  

Given Saint John’s engagement of the Qur’an and Muslim
people, it is striking how deeply the legacy of Christological con-
troversies framed his way of understanding Islam.   Islam, in a
sense, was seen as another Christian aberration.  Previous battles
within the formation of the Christian tradition, most notably the
Arian controversy, were the prism through which he considered
this emerging new faith.   From the Apostolic period down to
his day Christian self-understanding had been moving through
a series of dening struggles.  There is a sense in which the rise
of Islam was seen by many Christians as another of the all too
familiar controversies within Christian communities about who
Jesus Christ actually was.  This was the most familiar of questions;
in fact, the essential Christian question.  In one sense it is the
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constant Christian question, one that each of the faithful needs to
come to understand in their heart if not in their mind.  Formally,
it riveted the attention of the Church on into the seventh century
when it nally came, from a doctrinal perspective, to a normative
set of formulations.  So it is not surprising that Saint John should
see the emerging of Islam and its revelation through the prism
of the controversies central to the forming of Christian tradition.

For my purposes here I simply want to point out how easy
it is to carry the struggles and passions that have galvanized our
faith community in the past, struggles that have been formative
and central  to how the faith has come,  over time,  to a more
settled understanding.  How easy it is to let these past struggles
be the prism through which we see what is coming to greet us
from the future.  In a sense this is usual and understandable.  Yet,
while it may be usual, the Christian teaching is that we are to
guard against being in bondage to the past, remembering it well
but not having it frame our way of seeing what is in front of us.
Being free of the disposition of nostalgia and fear leaves intact
our capacity to respond in the manner of that friendship which
Jesus Christ both modelled and taught us to practise.

SAINT GREGORY PALAMAS IN CONVERSATION

Let me now  move to  the fourteenth  century  and one of  my
spiritual friends and mentors, Saint Gregory Palamas (c.  1296–
1359), defender of the Hesychasts, archbishop of Thessaloniki,
theologian, monk, ascetic and, relevant for this essay, prisoner
of the Turks.14  He was born into a noble Byzantine family and

 14 “Saint  Gregory  Palamas:  Three  Dialogues  with  Muslims”,  George  C.
Papademetriou,  in  the  volume he  edited,  Two Traditions, One Space:  Orthodox

Christians and Muslims in Dialogue  (Boston, Massachusetts: Somerset Hall Press,
2011): 55–75.
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raised in the circles of the imperial court.  Following his secon-
dary education he became a monk on Mount Athos and followed
the discipline of prayer brought to Athos by Gregory of Sinai
(1255/65–c. 1337).15  This discipline focused on the Jesus  

 Prayer,16

a mantra-like invocation of the divine name accompanied by a
practice of breathing, the goal of which is self-emptying.

Like John of Damascus, Gregory of Palamas’ conversation
with Muslims takes place against the backdrop of the theological
and spiritual struggles within the Church.  For Palamas the great
schism  of  1054  remained  fresh.   Theologians  and  hierarchs
inuenced by  and in service to the Latin Papacy continued to
threaten Orthodox teaching in ways, he argued, that diminished
the meaning of the Incarnation and Trinity as it had come to
shed light on the human nature.  

Gregory Palamas came to the Holy Mountain (Athos) just
at the time when a controversy was raging as to the nature and
proper form of prayer.   An Italo-Greek named Barlaam (1290–
1348) from Calabria, Italy had been tonsured prior to arriving
in Constantinople in 1330.  He was a celebrity in Church circles
and welcomed with honours.  He was a protégé of the Emperor
Andronikos  III  Palaiologos  (r. 1328–1341)  and  was  appointed
hegoumenos (abbot) of the Akataleptos monastery.  He served as an
“Orthodox” spokesman in the negotiations to unite Constantinople
and Rome and as imperial emissary to the courts of Naples and
Paris (1339).  Barlaam called the monks who were practising the

 15 Gregory  Palamas, The  Triads,  edited  by  John  Meyendorff,  translated  by
Nicholas Gendle (New York, Ramsey and Toronto: Paulist Press, 1983).   This
is the classic text of Palamas’ defence of the hesychast method of prayer and
apophatic theology. 

 16 Irénée  Hausherr,  The  Name  of  Jesus,  translated  by  Charles  Cummings,
OCSO (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Cistercian Publications Inc., 1978).
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Jesus Prayer “omphalopsychoi”  (with their  souls  in  their  navels)
and accused Gregory Palamas of Messalianism.17 

In regard to this latter charge, Barlaam focused a portion of
his argument on the Gospel narrative of the Transguration of
Jesus Christ18  and the nature of the light on Mount Tabor.  Barlaam
argued that  the  light  of  the  Transguration was  created  and
was not the “uncreated light of God”.  Hesychasm is a spiritual
discipline focused on the recovery of the Divine light, which, as
created human beings, we have a capacity to live in the presence
of.   The transgured life is  what Jesus Christ  calls the human
nature to recover.   It is the ultimate fruit of salvation.   In his
argument  with Barlaam,  Palamas  distinguished between God’s
essence and God’s energy.  The light of the Transguration was
a manifestation of the Divine energy, the uncreated light of God,
a manifestation of the Grace that holds all creation together and
that to which all human beings are called to return.   Barlaam’s
critique of the mystical experiences of the monks on Mount Athos
ignited signicant controversy within the Orthodox Church.  A
series  of  local  councils  of  Constantinople in 1341 condemned
Barlaam and made Palamas’ teaching normative for Orthodoxy.
Barlaam returned to Italy, entered the Roman Catholic Church,
and became Bishop of Gerace in Calabria.   He spent his  nal
years trying to teach Greek to the great poet and scholar and
early Renaissance humanist, Petrarch (1304–74).  

Let me turn now to Palamas’ dialogues with Muslims and
Islam and what we can glean from them.  In March 1354 Gregory
Palamas,  now Archbishop of  Thessaloniki,  sailed  to  Constan-

 17 A spiritual movement identied with Macarius the Great II (Pseudo-Macarius)
(late fourth century) and condemned at a session of the Council of Ephesus I,
431. 

 18 Matthew 17:1–9; Mark 9:2–8; and Luke 9:28–36.
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tinople to gather with other bishops and deliberate on various
Church matters.   Near the end of the journey a  erce storm
threatened the ship.   The captain, exercising the better part of
wisdom at that time of year, sought refuge in the port of the city
of Gallipoli in the Dardanelles straits just before the entrance
to  the beautiful  Marmara Sea.   Gallipoli,  under the Byzantine
Empire, had been devastated on March 2nd by an earthquake and
left in ruins.  The Osmanli Turks had at once descended on the
city  and captured it.   As soon as the ship carrying Palamas and
others landed it was impounded by the Turks.  When they saw
the Archbishop among the passengers they decided to hold him
for ransom.  Palamas was moved around to several cities in Asia
Minor and held for sixteen months, from March 1354 to July
1355.   During his time as a prisoner he was allowed to serve
various local Orthodox Christian communities, offering pastoral
care and counsel in the face of the new emerging order.  He also
met a number of Muslim intellectuals who invited him to speak
about his faith and engage in conversation.  We have an account
of three of these dialogues, one with Ishmael the grandson of
Emir  Orhan  (1281–1362);  a  second  with  the Chiones  (likely
Jewish converts to Islam), and a third with an Imam whose name
we do not know.19  It would be lovely to have accounts written by
the various Muslim scholars who were party to these dialogues.
What we have is Palamas’ accounts only, so we must read them
with care, alert as to whom these accounts were written for and
for what end.

 19 For a detailed account  of  this  period in Saint  Gregory Palamas’  life  see
George C. Papademetriou, editor, Two Traditions, One Space, Orthodox Christians
and Muslims  in  Dialogue (Boston,  Massachusetts:  Somerset  Hall  Press,  2011):
55–76.  I have drawn heavily on Papademetriou’s account of these events.
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The First Dialogue.  On June 25, 1345, Palamas and a few of his
fellow hostages were taken to Bursa.   Bursa had been captured
in 1326 and declared a Muslim holy city.  The Greek Christians
were  displaced  and  the  churches  turned  into  mosques.   After
some time in Bursa Palamas and other captives were taken on a
two-day journey, about 100 km, to the palace of Emir Orhan.
This is where the rst dialogue takes place.   The Emir’s palace
had been a Christian monastery, one that Palamas would have
known and perhaps visited in earlier days.   It was while he was
staying at  the  palace  that  Ishmael,  the grandson of the Emir,
a man  known  for  his  persecution  of  Christians  according  to
Palamas,  invited him to discuss  the Christian faith and Islam.
The conversation took place in a courtyard with the two men
sitting on the grass and a few others gathered around.  Ishmael
apparently spoke Greek since Palamas makes no mention of a
translator.   A bowl of fruit was brought to the Archbishop and
a plate of meat to Ishmael.   This prompted the rst of  ve en-
quiries by Ishmael.  

He asked if monks always abstain from eating meat and why.
A brief comparison of fasting practices opened their discussion.
In the midst of it a man rushed in apologizing for being late,
explaining that he was busy distributing alms on behalf of Emir
Orhan, who had established a practice of doing this every Friday
following the noonday prayer.  This invited the second theme and
Ishmael  asked if  Christians  practised  charity.   Palamas  spoke
about the centrality of charity to the Christian faith and how
deeply it is linked to our love of God.  When a person has come
to deeply love God they respond with benevolence towards the
poor.  Compassion shapes the spirit of those who love God and
becomes their rst response.  The Emir’s grandson seemed san-
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guine in regard to the Archbishop’s comments on both of these
themes and not surprisingly, since Christianity and Islam draw on
similar spiritual roots in their thinking about the place of fasting
and charity as spiritual disciplines.   The third theme, however,
is more difcult.  

Ishmael raised a common concern of pious Muslims when
they engage Christians.  He asked if Christians accept and have
affection  for  the  Prophet  Muhammad  and,  if  not,  why  not?
Muslims love  the Prophet Jesus Christ  so why do Christians
not also have affection for the Prophet Muhammad?   Palamas
responded that when one does not believe in the teaching of a
Master one really does not love the Master.  Ishmael went on to
enquire as to why Orthodox Christians venerate the cross upon
which Jesus Christ was crucied.  Here Palamas tries to provide
an analogy within reach of the grandson of the Emir.  He men-
tioned that governments accept those who honour the insignia
of their rule and often punish those who do not.   The cross is
the insignia of Christ’s triumph over death and his victory over
the power of the death-dealer,  Satan.   Christians venerate the
cross because it has freed them from the power of death and
opened for them the new kingdom of God which “is everywhere
and lleth all things”.  Palamas notes that Ishmael, despite his
reputation for being hard on Christians, never got angry during
their conversation.  

With the  fth question, however,  we can see that Ishmael
may have become a bit testy as he pressed Palamas through the
use of a common trope that circulated in the Muslim world.  It
was his understanding that Christians claim that God has a wife
and that she gave birth to a son.  This is also the case with pagan
deities.   Palamas  took  up  this  issue  by  referring  to  a  central
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teaching of Islam, that Christ is the Word of God and was born
of the Virgin Mary.  The Virgin Mary gave birth to Jesus Christ
but did so without a husband.  “God begat the Word in a divine
manner.”  

20  Palamas  wrote  in  this  rst  dialogue  that  a  heavy
rainstorm sent the Muslims scurrying for shelter, leaving them in
the rain for a time.   After they were drenched they were taken
to where the other prisoners were.  

The Second Dialogue.  Emir Orhan was in command of the Chiones,
a group of Turks whom Palamas understood to be converts to
Islam from Judaism.  The Emir called for a second conversation
with Palamas, this time to include the Chiones.   It was a wide
ranging theological  discourse in which Palamas makes various
arguments  in  order  to  illuminate  the  distinctive  elements  of
Christian theology that the Chiones enquire about.   He begins
by pointing to a shared set of ideas about the existence and eter -
nal  nature  of  God as  creator and sustainer  of  the  world.   He
points to the Qur’anic teaching that the “word of God is also the
Wisdom of God and that the Wisdom (Sophia) is with Reason
(Logos), and without Reason, Wisdom does not exist.   If, there-
fore,  we supposed there were a time when the Reason or the
Wisdom of God did not exist, we would have to conclude that
there was a time when God was without reason (alogos) and with-
out wisdom (asophos). Therefore, the Reason of God is without
beginning  and  the  Wisdom of  God  is  never  separated  from
Him.”  

21  Both Christians and Muslims believe that God is never
without Spirit (Pneuma).  He then uses this ground on which to
make an apology for the Christian revelation of the Incarnation
and the Trinity, two teachings deeply contested by both Jews and

 20 Ibid.: 58.                                        21   Ibid.: 61.
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Muslims.   Palamas draws on the metaphor of the sun and its
splendour, arguing that its rays descend to us.  “The sun disc
is never separate from its splendor or its rays”, 22  he points out,
explaining that when we speak of the sun we do not think of
its disc, splendour, and rays as separate entities; so it is with the
Christian teaching of the one God and the Reason (Logos) of
God and the splendor of God, the Holy Spirit.  They are simply
one, undivided and without beginning.  

Palamas uses various Hebrew Bible texts in an effort to prove
or at least illuminate how Christians have come to understand
their central revelation.  He works with the idea that the Word
of God (Logos), which Muslims have in the Qur’an, is what Chris-
tians have in Jesus Christ.  The Chiones ask him how the Logos
of God could possibly be contained in the womb of Mary.  Palamas
argues that God is not a massive body and is “everywhere present
and  lleth all things.”  

23  God is not limited by space and time,
as they well know.  

An interlocutor named Palapanos spoke up and said that the
Emir had instructed him, as he had his grandson Ishmael, to have
Palamas answer why it is  that while Muslims not only accept
Christ but love Him and know that he is the Word and breath
of God – why is it that Christians do not accept our Prophet? 24

Palamas responds as he did in the  rst dialogue.   Several other
questions are posed: Why do you have images in your Churches
and why do you venerate them?  Palamas takes note of the images
made by Moses for the arch, images which in the Temple itself
were constructed as a likeness of the heavenly kingdom.  He ex-
plained that God commanded these images to be made as a type
of his grace and therefore Christians see them as guides to God’s

 22 Ibid.: 61.                                23   Ibid.:65.                                  24   Ibid.
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glory.  That is why they are venerated; however, veneration is not
worship, for worship belongs to God alone.  

The conversation ended with the Turks saluting Palamas with
reverence and departing.  One of them, however, lingered behind
and proceeded to insult Palamas and slapped him.   Taronitis, a
physician who was present, notes that this was reported to the
Emir and the man was punished.  

The Third Dialogue.  The third dialogue takes place on the street
in Nike, Nicea as it is better known in the West.  Palamas’ captors
let Dr Taronitis move Palamas to the city where the rst Chris-
tian creed was written because he could receive better medical
care and the inland climate was more suited to his needs.   He
was taken there alone and stayed at the Hyakinth Monastery and
received medical treatment.  Early in his stay a guide showed him
the city.   No doubt he lingered at the Haghia Sophia Church,
the site of one if not two of the Ecumenical Councils.  While he
was walking past the eastern gate a Muslim funeral procession
passed and Palamas watched it with considerable interest.   He
later found an imam sitting with several people under a shade
tree and stopped to talk with them, enquiring if anyone knew
Greek.  One of them did, so Palamas said he had witnessed the
funeral and was touched by the cries of those in the procession,
sensing that they were addressing God on behalf of the departed.
He asked the Imam what they were saying.  The Imam answered,
“We asked God’s forgiveness for spiritual faults on behalf of the
dead person.” 

25  Palamas talked about the virtue of seeking God’s
forgiveness and spoke about how, in the Christian faith, the whole
of humanity, indeed the human nature itself, is forgiven through
Christ, the Logos, who is always united with the Father.   This,

 25 Ibid.: 68.
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it seems to me, was a bit of a set-up.  Palamas engages the Imam
in what quickly becomes a debate about the nature of Christ.
Palamas makes his case to a polite audience and then the Imam
moves to the question we have already encountered in the other
two dialogues.  Since we accept Jesus Christ, why do you not ac-
cept the Prophet Muhammad and the Qur’an?  Palamas expands
a bit on his previous responses to this question.   The Hebrew
prophets give signs and wonders to prove their authority.   We
do not  nd that in the life of Muhammad.   The Imam argues
that Muhammad was written about in the Gospels and that this
passage was  eliminated  by  Christians,  an  argument  based  on
sura 61:6.   Needless  to say,  Palamas says this is  not true.   An
additional argument is made saying that the political triumph of
Islam and its expansion is a witness to the veracity of its teaching.
Palamas notes  that  the  Christian  Gospel  spread  even  further
and did so without benet of the sword.  Only good comes from
God and  war,  plunder,  enslavement  are  never  from the  One
who created  and sustains and loves  the world.   At this  point
a number of the Turks who had been listening became angry
and other local Christians who had also gathered signalled to
Palamas to tone it down and be more moderate in his expression.
Palamas smiled  a bit and said, “Certainly, if we were in com-
plete agreement with all  these,  we would be one religion!”   A
Turkish bystander was heard to respond, “A time will come when
we will agree with each other.”  Palamas said that he prayed this
would be soon.26  Anger eased and they parted company in peace.

PALAMAS’ ENGAGEMENT  WITH ISLAM

What may we draw from Saint Gregory Palamas’ recollection and
account of his three dialogues with Muslims?  Palamas is one of

 26 Ibid.: 72.
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the saints in the Orthodox Church whom I am particularly drawn
to.   His contribution to our understanding of the spiritual life,
his  defence of  the  Hesychasts,  and his  understanding of  our
capacity as human beings to grow into wholeness, to be free of
the shadows of the past and the utopian dreams of the future, are
as good as our tradition gets.   And perhaps it is for that reason
that I can read these accounts and be touched by grief over lost
opportunity, over lines of argument that militate against spiritual
friendship.  That being said, let us see if there are things to learn
that may be useful for our day.  

A  rst  lesson may be that  we do not  have to defend our
spiritual ancestors for their false steps and their missing of the
mark when it comes to spiritual  friendship.   That they missed
on occasion and that they are saints for us now speaks to us of
grace beyond measure.  Saints are so not because they were per-
fect and never missed the mark.  They are saints despite that or
perhaps even through that.  God’s grace has brought them down
to our day in many ways that may be life-giving, including their
missing of the mark at times.

We need to remember that Palamas and others were captives
of the Osmanli Turks and that these dialogues as remembered by
him are set in the context of being a prisoner.   How might they
read if he had not been a prisoner?   Theological debate of the
sort recollected in these texts takes place within a kind of echo
space.   First there is the echo of the circumstance of captivity.
Secondly there is the echo of this remarkable theologian’s think-
ing with  his  own Christian community  and the spiritual  and
theological struggles that he was occupied with back on Mount
Athos and in Thessaloniki and, likely, central to the purpose of
his trip to Constantinople which put him into the hands of his
captors.  We rarely talk directly face to face with strangers.  It is a
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sad commentary on the human mind.   We usually talk to them,
strangers (and to friends as a matter of fact), through the prism of
our own past and the passions that have shaped our understanding.
We see this in Palamas and are reminded to pay attention to it
within ourselves and seek to be free and direct.  

In his response to the questions posed to him by the grand-
son of the Emir, the Chiones, and the Imam in the park in Nike,
Palamas often sought to draw on what he knew of Islam and
the revelation of the Qur’an in order to build a bridge for his
interlocutors.  He, at his best, wanted them to understand a bit
about how he understood the Christian faith and that the common
images of Christianity in Muslim discourse were not the point
for faithful Christians.  We have a lesson in this.  We have a lesson
in it when we turn it around: that I may seek to understand how
my Muslim friend understands, which may not be consistent with
the common images of Islam in Christian discourse.  Such is the
ground of spiritual friendship.

So much of the attention in these three dialogues is given over
to the two most contested themes and dogmas within Christianity:
the doctrines of Incarnation and Trinity.  They are contested by
various differing communities within the Christian tradition and,
on another level, contested by both Jews and Muslims in regard
to Christianity.   These  doctrines are  central  to the Christian
tradition’s long journey to self-understanding.   In a sense they
are the culmination of the Christian revelation.  I am inclined to
think they are the last port of call for conversation with Muslims,
not the rst one, and that, if we ever get there, it should be after
we have explored the particular  gifts  of  each  faith’s  spiritual
disciplines, what they hold in common, and, even more so, their
development along different trajectories.   These give us insight
into the human journey and offer a potential  for conversation
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within a shared context of  human struggle and human glory,
and, above all, of God’s mercy and compassion.  Palamas and his
interlocutors did some of this and hint at more.

The dialogues also give us a glimpse into moments of civil
courtesy in the midst of what, for Palamas and his captors, must
have been seen at times as the terror of history.  The ascendancy
of a new Muslim empire was no simple matter.  Being a prisoner
is not a neutral condition.  Yet, in the midst of this, from Palamas
and from his captors and interlocutors there is courtesy and modest
politeness most of the time.     

VISITATION AND HOSPITALITY

Now let us move into the twentieth century and to Palestine, that
most contested of places in our geopolitics, a wounded land with
wounded peoples.  It is here we see another kind of stance in regard
to spiritual friendship.  Rushdi Shawwa (1889–1965) was the son
of an important family that had taken remarkable leadership in
the region stretching back several centuries.  In January 1939 he
was elected mayor of Gaza, a position he held throughout the
period when Israel was established.  He served until May of 1952.
He was a lawyer by training and received the Order of the British
Empire from King George VI in 1949.  His youngest son Ali lived
in Edmonton until his recent passing; I am happy to have called
him friend.  The story I want to tell begins in the memory of Ali.
Several centuries ago Sayyed Khalil Shawwa was appointed by the
Ottoman Sultan to represent South Palestine in the Ottoman court.
A church had been built in the centre of Gaza in 407 ce under
the leadership of Bishop Porphyrius of Gaza (c. 347–420).27  The

 27 This church continues to bear the name of Saint Porphyrius and, subse-
quent  to  the  renovation,  measures  216 square  metres.   Marble  was  acquired
from Jerusalem and used for the oor of the enlarged church.  
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Bishop was laid to rest in the cemetery of the church and canon-
ized.   The church took his name some years later.   By the time
Sayyed Khalil Shawwa came to serve the Ottoman court on behalf
of the people of Gaza there was a need to expand the church, in
view of the growing Christian community in the city.   With the
weight of his responsibility and authority, and given the favour he
had among all the citizens of Gaza, Shawwa brought the Christian
and Muslim communities together and worked with them to en-
large the church and build the Kateb Welayat Mosque to share
the north wall of the church.   Church and mosque stand to this
day as a witness to the common ground of human affection and
desire for God.

During his thirteen-year tenure as mayor of Gaza, Rushdi
Shawwa served Muslims and Christians as well as a few Jewish
families living in the city.  On the eve of the feast of the Nativity
of Our Lord, he would take his young son, Ali, and attend both
Roman Catholic midnight mass on December 24 th and the Greek
Orthodox Divine Liturgy on January 6th.  In the Orthodox Church
the Divine Liturgy is held in the church I referred to earlier with
the shared wall built three hundred years earlier.  It begins late
in the evening and runs through to three or four in the morning.
Ali remembers being ushered up to the front, where a ne chair
was brought for his father to sit in near the centre of the sanc-
tuary.   After several hours Archbishop Hanna Richmawy would
come and greet the mayor as a brother and say to him, “That’s
enough for you, Abu-Islam.”

Rushdi  Shawwa would  then spend Christmas  day,  in  both
calendars, accompanied by his young son, going to various homes
of Christians wishing them a happy Christmas and prosperous
New Year.   They would be invited in and offered fresh orange
juice, coffee, and sweets and, in some homes, a water pipe (sheesha)
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would be prepared for the mayor.   From eight o’clock in the
morning to four in the afternoon they would go from house to
house on this a holy day for Christians.  Similarly on the Roman
Catholic Easter and Greek Orthodox Pascha they would attend
the evening services and then spend the following day enjoying
the hospitality of the Christian community.   Ali remembers his
father frequently joining in various Christian processions in-
cluding Palm Sunday.  He attended weddings and funerals in both
churches and in the local Protestant church as well.  

Ali was with his father, still working on behalf the Palestinian
people when he left this life on 5 December 1965 in London,
England.  Rushdi Shawwa was own back to Palestine and the
funeral was held on Thursday, 9 December, in the Kateb Welayat
Mosque that shares a wall with Saint Porphyrius of Gaza Greek
Orthodox Church.  Beginning at six o’clock in the morning both
the  Roman Catholic  and Greek Orthodox churches  rang their
bells, only quieting them at three in the afternoon when the rst
citizen of Gaza was laid to rest in the family cemetery.  An hour
prior to the burial a procession came out the main door of Saint
Porphyrius of Gaza Church, around the south wall, to the front
of the Kateb Welayat Mosque.   The clergy and chanters were
carrying the carpet of  mercy (bisat  al-rahmah); they laid it at
the threshold of the mosque door just as attendants came out
of the mosque carrying the body of Rushdi Shawwa on his nal
pilgrimage to eternal rest.   While Ali has not said this to me I
know that the Archbishop, priests, and deacons who came with
the carpet of mercy would have also been chanting, when appro-
priate out loud and when appropriate quietly in their hearts, the
common Orthodox prayer for those who have entered the eternal:
“Memory Eternal, Memory Eternal.” 
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Until he left Gaza on 20  August 1968, my friend Ali con-
tinued to visit both churches, holding both his father’s memory
and his hospitable regard for these religious communities in his
heart on those holiest of Christian days.   

Ali Shawwa’s experiences with his father left an indelible mark
on him throughout  his  whole  life.   I  spent  many hours  with
him during the winter and spring of 2014 as his struggle for life
deepened.   He  continued to  speak  of  his  father’s  example  of
hospitality towards all the citizens of Gaza, Jews, Christians, and
Muslims.   All  human beings are  the “mirror of God” and are
to be treated with dignity. He bristled when he heard Muslims
speak of others as kar, indels.   Kar is a word that had never
crossed his father’s lips, and, as Ali repeatedly said, those who
use it have stepped outside of the House of Islam.   Father and
son modelled both a ne civil stance within the pluralistic com-
munity of Gaza and the fruit of a faith that claimed God as the
creator of the whole of the human family and they did this des -
pite the terror of history that continued to challenge Palestinian
communities both in their homeland and in the diaspora.         

SEVERED MEMORY: THE SOPOĆANI MONASTERY

My second contemporary story is the result of a research trip
I arranged in late 1998 as part of my preparation for doing an
international exhibition for the second millennium of the birth
of  Jesus Christ.28   I  was  joined by  my young son Simeon and

 28 I curated the international exhibition, Anno Domini, Jesus through the Cen-
turies, with guest curator Jaroslav Pelikan; it ran from 7 October 2000 through
7 January 2001.  It is described in the exhibition catalogue Anno Domini, Jesus
Through the  Centuries,  David J.  Goa,  Linda Distad,  and Matthew Wangler
(Edmonton, Alberta: Provincial Museum of Alberta, 2000).
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Archbishop Lazar Puhalo, abbot of All Saints of North America
monastery  in  Dewdney,  British  Columbia,  who  had  Serbian
origins, and as a scholar on Orthodoxy in this part of the world
and, for a portion of the trip, our guide, Gavrilo.  This trip was
to take us into the heartland of Serbian Orthodoxy, with some
initial work in the capital Belgrade and then on to the monas-
teries  including those in Kosovo.   Yugoslavia was falling apart
under the leadership of Slobodan  Milošević (1941–2006), then
President of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.  Tensions were
high throughout the country.   Once we arrived in the Kosovo
region it became clear that we had entered a world of consider-
able conict preparing for an enlarged war that, a few months
later, on 24 March 1999, saw NATO bombers enter the conict. 

Following our research work in various musuems and gal-
leries in Belgrade and a few monasteries on route we came up
from a  valley  and suddenly  entered Novi  Pazar,  the  key  city
closest to our destination.  Our point of entry to the city resem-
bled a bazaar in the Near East, in contrast to the rest of what was
a cosmopolitan city where tensions were palpable.  My Archbishop
friend quickly removed his kamilavka, the distinctive hat that
identies one as an Orthodox monk.   We found the small road
running southwest in the direction of Parariste, entered the Raška
valley near the source of the Raška River and travelled some six-
teen kilometres to  Sopoćani  monastery.   It  is  named using an
old Slavic word,  sopot (source),  for  the living waters  springing
forth from beneath the earth, reminiscent of the Cistercian use
of its Latin equivalent for their monastic community in France.
Sopoćani is one of the greatest of Serbia’s monasteries, tucked
away in a peaceful mountain setting.  We arrived at Vespers and
joined in prayer with the monks, virtually all a part of the Ortho-
dox Renaissance we had witnessed in all the monasteries we had
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visited.29  As with several of the other monasteries, Sopoćani was
also a  royal  mausoleum.   Thus  our  Vesper chant  was  to  join
that of the King and his family, including his father Stefan the
First-Crowned, his mother Anna Dandolo, granddaughter of the
Venetian doge Giovanni Dandolo, and his cousin Grand Prince
Djordje, who were all buried in the Church of the Holy Trinity
at the centre of the monastery.

We had entered  one of  the  third  generation  of  monastic
houses  built  by  the  Nemanja  dynasty  that  produced  eleven
Serbian monarchs between 1166 and 1371.   Sopoćani was built
by  King  Uroš I  (1243–1276)  during  a  period  of  considerable
afuence.   Uroš I  was  the  son  of  Stefan  the  First-Crowned.
During his reign there were conicts with various neighbours:
Greeks, Bulgarians, Hungarians, and Ragusans.  Uroš I is known
for the alliances he forged which served him well in nurturing
good relationships across Orthodox and Roman Catholic lines
within Serbia, facilitating commercial links with Italy, and bring-
ing Saxon miners to help open up lead, copper, and silver mines.
His mother was from Venice and his wife, Hélène, was French.
This period was one “conducive to the development of culture,
art and architecture and enabled Serbia not only to benet fully
from the heritage of Byzantine art,  but also to create its own
style and tradition . . . a circumstance that helps us understand
the building of Sopoćani”.30    

 29 All the monasteries we visited were full of young men and women.  In dis-
cussions with them it became clear that over the last decade most of them had
entered the monastic life seeking to recover from the anomie that shaped their
generation through the communist period and deepened during the embargo
and the communal wars that accompanied the disintegration of Yugoslavia over
the previous decade. 

 30 Olivera Kandić and Desanka Milošević,  Monastery Sopo ćani  (Belgrade: .
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We  do not know the precise date of the foundation of Sopo-
ćani31  but recent restoration work has suggested that the frescos
were painted between 1263 and 1270.   Archbishop Savać II, who
became head of the Serbian Church in 1263, is shown in the
procession of archbishops in the apse and the son of King Uroš
I, Dragutin, is shown as a young boy in the narthex.   

It was a prosperous monastery through the fourteenth cen-
tury.  It was devastated after the Battle of Kosovo (1389) by the
Turkish occupation.  The monastery buildings were demolished
and burned.  It was rebuilt during the time of the Serbian Des-
potate when a large main gate and tower were added and a smaller
refectory was built along with porticoed buildings on the northern
and southern sides of  the courtyard.   In the sixteenth century
the monks abandoned the monastery  several  times because of
the Turkish threat and on one of these occasions took the cofn
and relics of King Stepan the First-Crowned to the monastery
of Crna Reka for safe keeping.  The Church lost its roof during
one of these raids and the outer narthex was partially destroyed.
The end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth
century saw the return of prosperity to the monastery and con-
siderable building and restoration.   Finally, in 1689 the monks
ed the advance of the Turks as the monastery was burnt and
demolished.  The lead roong was carried off, leaving the stone
building vulnerable to the weather to complete its ruin.  The few

 . Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments of the Socialist Republic
of Serbia, 1986): 5–6.

 31 Ibid.: 6.   The Sopoćani Memorial Book is thought to have been compiled at
the  time of  King  Milutin  (1282–1321).   It  refers  to King  Uroš I  as  the  rst
founder.  In doing so it suggests a second founder by the time of its writing; it
is not known whether this is King Milutin or some church dignitary or, perhaps,
Jelena, the Queen Mother.
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accounts we have from travellers who lingered in its courtyard
during this period speak of the ruins and decay, the collapsed
dome, caved in vaults, and buildings covered with rubble and
earth.   Two hundred years  passed before the monks returned
again to this jewel of a monastery.    

It wasn’t until 1926–28 that the ruins of Sopoćani received
attention.  The upper part of the church was rebuilt using stone
from the original building and man-made materials of question-
able quality.  Portions of walls, arches, dome, and rows of arcades
were restored to their original form.  The roof was reconstructed
and covered with tiles rather than with the lead sheets that had
last graced it in the sixteenth century.  While this work arrested
the deterioration of the building much of the restoration was
problematic.  When Sopoćani came under the care of the Serbian
Institute  for  the  Protection  of  Cultural  Monuments  after  the
Second World War some of the work done in the 1920s was torn
down.   Detailed  investigations  into  the  original  structure  and
features of the Church and monastery began in 1975 and were
continuing when we visited late in 1998.  Our chanting of Vespers
on the evening of September 16 competed with the whirr of the
power equipment being used to repair the dome over the open
porch of the church.   Archaeological  and architectural investi-
gations during this period involving UNESCO and a fascinating
study of the old builders’ system of measurement were all used
in the restoration project.  Part of the drum, the dome, the gable
walls, the rows of arcades, and the cornices were rebuilt with the
use of new travertine, an Italian cream-coloured limestone.  The
surrounding wall of the monastery, both entrances, the refectory,
and other monastic buildings were uncovered during the archaeo-
logical investigation and heaps of old travertine, marble capitals,
bases of mullions, fragments of the altar screen, and sarcophagi
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were all uncovered and portions were now being used in this
current restoration work.   Piles of these materials were sorted
and laid out in the building yard that we passed through when
entering the monastery gate.

The iconographic  program in Holy Trinity Church stands
in the centre of the Orthodox tradition.   The remarkable hand
of its unknown master nds an echo in some of the nest work
in the whole of the Orthodox world.32  A gure of King David
found in a Psalter  (MS 46) in the Stavronikita  monastery and
miniatures in two Gospel Books in the Ivirion monastery on the
Holy Mountain (MSS Nos. la and 5) bear a striking resemblance
to King David of Sopoćani.  Miniatures in MS No. 38 on Mount
Athos and in MS W 53F at the Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore
have also garnered the attention of scholars as they work to trace
the hand of the master of Sopoćani.  I have spoken at length with
Archbishop Lazar on the obvious Hesychastic sensibilities of the
iconographer who did this work.   It is perhaps not surprising
that the work reveals the deep and abiding connections between
Serbian monasteries and the followers of Gregory Palamas.  The
quiet joy,  inner silence,  and harmony characteristic  of  Hesy-
chastic iconography spring from the noble vision of the human
nature found in the thought and discipline of the Hesychastic
movement.   

Sopoćani,  like  Orthodox  temples  everywhere,  weaves  the
local and national story into the great narrative of human aspira-
tion and salvation.   A fragment of a fresco of The Raising of
Lazarus may be seen along with the founder’s  composition in
the primary register.  It is striking to see Christ Enthroned and
the Theotokos approaching him leading Saint Simeon (Stefan)

 32 Ibid.: 73–75.
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Nemanja, his son Stefan the First-Crowned, founder of the mon-
astery, and his grandson King Uroš I holding a model of the
church in his hand.   Princes Dragutin and Milutin ank them
on the west wall.   The detailed painting in the outer narthex
also  speaks  of  this  connection.   Along with  an  extensive  and
lively narrative of the Joseph story and frescoes of the Tree of
Jesse and the Last Judgement there is a fresco of the Death of
Queen Anna Dandolo, the founder’s mother.   On the east wall
the Ecumenical Councils are shown along with the Last Supper
and the Council of Simeon Nemanja.  To the left of the door is
Christ and to the right the Theotokos recommending King Uroš,
Prince Dragutin, Queen Jelena, and Milutin to her Son.   The
fresco of the Dormition of Queen Anna Dandolo mirrors that
of the Dormition of  the Theotokos,  with Dandolo’s  grieving
family  having replaced the Apostles,  and the  Theotokos  and
Christ on the margin witness to her departure of this life.  The
southern chapel of the church is dedicated to Simeon (Stefan)
Nemanja as the founder of the pious dynasty.  Here we see scenes
illustrating Nemanja’s departure for and arrival at Mount Athos,
the translation of his relics to Studenica showing the warring
brothers  Prince  Vukan  and  King  Stefan  the  First-Crowned
carrying his  hearse.   The northern chapel  next to the narthex
is dedicated to Archdeacon Stephen, a patron of the  Nemanjić
dynasty.  Various compositions from his life accompany icons of
Christ and the Theotokos and the Archangel Michael along the
inscription: “The Guardian of the Holy Trinity”.

This historical  weaving continues in the outer narthex,  an
open porch dating from between 1338 and 1346.   On its  east
wall are frescos of the founder’s family, dressed in monastic gar -
ments.   A portrait  of  Archbishop Joanikije  adorns  the  wall  of
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the bell tower and the archangels Michael and Gabriel stand at
the entrance.   It is in this liminal space between sanctuary and
entrance to the temple that a suite of icons, drawn from Christ’s
parables and miracles, speak of the human vocation: the Healing
of the Paralytic and the Blind, the Virgin and Christ Providing
Food for the Poor and Orphans, and the story of the wealthy
man who laid up his treasures on earth only to be surprised by
death when he had nished everything.

There were approximately forty monks at  Sopoćani under
the direction of Iguman Petar, a tall man with a dark full amber
beard probably just shy of his fortieth birthday.  Most of the monks
were his age or younger and during our two days with them I saw
only two monks who were older.  They gathered in the courtyard
after Vespers, eager to talk with the four strangers that had shown
up shortly after the chanting of the Proemial Psalm (Psalm 103)
at the beginning of the service.  We had scarcely completed intro-
ductions when a  rather  elegant and somewhat tough looking
woman approached, cigarette in hand.  She was from the Institute
for the Protection of Cultural Monuments and was supervising
the reconstruction of the outer narthex.  After a brief discussion
on the progress of the work she bade us good night and the monks
invited us to join them in the konik, their living quarters, for
dinner.  The shape of prayer before and after the meal was remi-
niscent of the monastery in Canada and after dishes were cleared
away we settled in for an evening of conversation.  I inquired of
Iguman Petar how he had come to enter the monastery.   

Iguman Petar’s story shared some of the central  features I
had heard from similar conversations in each of the monasteries
we had visited.  Raised during the Presidency of Josip Broz Tito
(1892–1980) he described going to church once or twice as a child
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with his grandmother and maturing through his university years
into an atheist nihilist.  Like our guide Gavrilo, he had read many
of the philosophical classics of the modern west including Sartre
and Camus, to my surprise had made the acquaintance of Derrida
as well.  French and German letters had been the primary sources
for the intellectual life for most of those we met.   He went on
to speak of his growing anomia and his particular journey to the
church and the recovery of an Orthodox identity along with an
understanding of the sources of Serbian Orthodox culture.  Other
monks joined in with their particular path to what was a shared
story of the recovery of identity, church, and culture.   We ex-
plored the legal status of the monastery and I learned of the
conscation of church and monastery property in the early years
of Socialism in Yugoslavia and the return of monastic property
within the connes of the monastery walls some years later by
President Tito.  There was however a continued retention of all
built structures on the monastery grounds by the State.   When
the monks had returned to Sopoćani they did so as renters under
the watchful eye of the Ministry of Cultural Monuments.   The
whirr of the power tools during Vespers was not only a contri-
bution to the restoration of the monastery, but also an assertion
of authority.  An election was on the horizon and a local politician,
running on a radical nationalist platform, was promising to  re-
turn all conscated church and monastery lands held prior to Tito.
The monks expressed their horror at this idea, convinced it was
either a deliberate attempt to destroy the solidarity of the church
among the people, or simply an inadvertent way of doing so.   

Our conversation had turned to politics so I mentioned our
brief stay in the city of Matrushka Banya, where there were both
Serbian and Bosnian refugees, Orthodox Christians and Muslims
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who had ed the stuggles in Bosnia.  I enquired about their sense
of the last few years under President Milošević and the wars in
Croatia and Bosnia.   Like a chorus they responded: We  Serbs
have a deep responsibility for the many horrors committed during
these struggles and we must face them and confess them; there
were horrors committed to Serbs as well; all three communities,
Orthodox, Roman Catholic,  and Muslim, share in the evil  of
this period but we must face our portion and work from a recog-
nition of it.  I asked about the current situation in Kosovo and how
they were situated in the midst of it.   I commented that driving
through Novi Pazar one could cut the tension with a knife.   I
asked what the current situation meant for them and the rem-
nant of the Orthodox Serbian community around the monastery?
There was a tense quiet after I had introduced this subject and
for a little while I feared it was too difcult to speak of.  Finally,
Iguman Petar spoke of his friends in the shqiptar 33 community,
artists and intellectuals he had known for a number of years.  He
said they would meet often until two years ago when it became
impossible.   I  asked:  “Why?”  Again  the  silence  engulfed  us.
Finally he said that if they continued to meet, his shqiptar friends
would be executed by members of their own community.  Heads
bowed, the sign of the cross passing like a wave over the brother-
hood.   I  looked at  my friend the Archbishop and at  my then
eighteen year old son Simeon, a bit uncertain how to proceed.
I nally asked: “What would happen to you?”  “We too,” several
murmured.  “By your own community?” I asked.  “Yes.”  Again the
sign of the cross swept across the room.  

Our silence remained unbroken for some time as we pon-

 33 This was the rst time I heard the word “shqiptar” and was told it is how
local Muslims refer to themselves.  It is the Albanian word for “friend”. 
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dered what happens when the civil order disintegrates completely
and good people are corrupted.  I thought of how often it occurs
that the corruption of the best is the worst, of Tim Judah’s essay on
the “The Serbs: The Sweet and Rotten Smell of History”, 34  and
of the fortied walls surrounding us excavated from the rubble
of time, in time for the next assault.   The monks spoke of how
their beloved country had come to such a pass under President
Milošević and of how they were reaping the seeds sowed during
the communist period which had brought civil order in part by
banishing the sources of  each particular  culture and placing a
ssure in human memory.  Archbishop Lazar mused on the con-
versations  that  had  occurred  in  this  monastery  and  others  in
Kosovo during the fourteenth and fteenth centuries, conversa-
tions between Orthodox and Muslim theologians, conversations
exploring each other’s way of understanding the divine Revelation
and how on those occasions the conversation did not devolve
into rancour and hostility.   Those life-giving conversations had
occurred on the very spot where we now sat.  Iguman Petar asked
the Archbishop to speak more of this since it was unknown to him,
the fruit of the cultural amnesia of the Tito years.   

We nished our evening conversation reecting on the Chris-
tian teaching of the co-suffering love central to the Orthodox
vision and of that group of saints our tradition calls “Passion-
Bearers” because, like Christ, they took the suffering upon them-
selves instead of passing it along.  The Crucixion seemed awfully
near to us as we walked under the stars back to our hotel two
kilometres away.  I remained awake long into the night thinking
about the moment in history we had encountered, about Sopoćani

 34 I had taken this essay along and read it on the plane as we began our trip.
Daedalus, vol. 126, issue 3 (1997): 23–45.
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rooted in that ancient Slavic word for “source”, and about the
cultural amnesia in both the East and the West and how it pre-
pares the elds of fascism.

The civil life is dependent on particular shared commitments
and institutions that include the whole of the citizenry.   Arch-
bishop Lazar reected on discussions he had in Serbia two decades
ago and his argument that the state ought to accommodate the
building of a mosque and an Orthodox church on the university
campus in Kosovo, have the best professors teach Serbian history
and culture as a requirement of all who attended, and do so with
a rich consideration of both its Orthodox layer and its Islamic
layer.  Perhaps if that had happened the people of Kosovo would
have had alternative ways of understanding who they were and
where they were, ways that might have inoculated them against
the communalism of President Milošević and the various terrorist
groups emerging from within both the Orthodox and Muslim
parts of the community.   Cultural amnesia profoundly narrows
how people understand  themselves and their ways of engaging
each other in the demanding periods in history.
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Thinking About the Prophet Muhammad
_______________

the need for a new mental image

Muslims treasure  the memory of the Prophet  Muhammad as
they do that of all the prophets including Jesus Christ.  As one
who received the revelation, he was favoured of God.   His life
experience  prepared  him for  this  vocation  and it  serves  as  a
model for Muslims.   His teaching has come down to us largely
through the accounts in the Hadith literature, which is second
in authority  only to the revelation of the Qur’an itself.   For the
faithful he is both the seal of the prophets and a singular person
of excellence. 

In my conversation with Muslims over the past several years,
I have come to understand that many have been deeply troubled
by the images of Muhammad that have been xed in the imagina-
tion of some who call themselves Christian.   They are equally
troubled by the images of Jesus Christ that circulate in popular
culture,  nding these  images  blasphemous as  well.   The way
modern artists have used the image of Christ and his crucixion
and the attention this has garnered in the American and inter -
national media has been bafing to them.1  

 1 Recent  years  have  seen  a  number  of  examples  of  artists  using  Christian
images  in ways  that  many saw as  blasphemous.   In 1987 the American artist
Andres  Serrano won the Southeastern Centre for  Contemporary  Arts  Award
for  his  photograph  titled  “Immersion  (Piss  Christ)”.   The  photograph  de-
picted a small plastic crucix submerged in a glass of the artist’s  urine.   The
exhibition  of  this  work  was  astonishing  to  several  of  my  colleagues  in  the
Muslim world.   Even with the explanations offered by artists and critics it was
difcult for them to understand why you would use the image of a treasured 
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Since the time of John of Damascus Muslims have asked,
“Why harbour such awful images of the treasured seal  of the
prophets, Muhammad, whom we love and revere?  Why do you
not at least see what he means to us and have an appropriate
respect for him because of us and for us because of him?   As
faithful Muslims, we have an elevated image and understanding
of Jesus Christ and his place in the unfolding of revelation since
he is our prophet as well as yours.”  I have come to see a kind of
hole in the heart of faithful Muslims, a hole because they simply
cannot  understand  why  these  awful  images  about  “the  most
excellent of human beings” continue to be normal for many who
claim to be Christians.   Such denigration of those who are so
deeply loved and revered creates disconnection and a dangerous
emptiness.   This lack of respect is so easily used by those who
would  market  fear  and  put  into  the  service  of  galvanizing
the imagination of some who claim to be Muslims against the
West.   This  paper  explores  the  possibility  of  a  new way  for
Christians  to think about Muhammad.   Developed with a full
awareness of the tragic historical legacy of awful images, I wish
to argue that this way is deeply Christian and yet unlike what has
been common. 

who was muhammad?

For Muslims, Muhammad (ca. 570–632) was God’s Messenger.
Muhammad received and proclaimed the same message that had
been given to Jews, Christians, and others by the prophets these
communities  had  received,  and  often  rejected,  down  through

 prophet in such a way.   Similarly, the advertising of the United Church of
Canada launched in November of 2006, which used a bobble-head Jesus in an
effort to interest the young in the church indicated to my colleagues a level of
disregard for the dignity of Jesus Christ beyond their comprehension.    
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the ages.2  His proclamation was  rst to the Arabs and then to
all those who had “ears to hear”.  

We get only a very brief glimpse of Muhammad’s historical
life in the Qur’an and therefore must turn to the Sirah (traditional
biographies)  and the Hadith (reports of  Muhammad’s life  and
teaching) as well as to modern histories to ll out his life.3  We
know that he was born into the large tribe of Hashim in Saudi
Arabia and was orphaned at a young age.  He was largely raised
by his uncle, Abu Talib.  When he was about twenty-ve he was
employed by a wealthy Meccan widow named Khadijah to trans-
port her large caravans of trade goods to Syria.   Tradition tells
us that Khadijah proposed marriage to him after witnessing his
ne qualities.  Four daughters were born to them and they lived
into adulthood.   Several  of them were of singular signicance
to the history of Islam.  Three sons were also born.  Tragically
each one of them died in infancy.   One can only imagine how
deeply this  marked both Khadijah and Muhammad.   Khadijah
was Muhammad’s only wife during this period.   Following her
death he married a widow named Sawdah.  Only after the hijrah
and settling in Medina did he contract other marriages.   These
marriages were based on a custom of political alliances that we
also read about in the Hebrew Bible and see among the monarchs
of Europe. 

In 610, when Muhammad was about forty, he received the
rst revelation.  The angel Gabriel appeared to him and recited
what we have come to know as the  rst  ve verses in  sura 96.

 2 Prophethood (Arabic, nabawiyyah) is a highly developed concept in Islam and
is dened in terms of Muhammad since he is considered the nal prophet.

 3 See the succinct essay on “Muhammad” in  The Oxford Dictionary of Islam,
edited by John L. Esposito (Oxford and New York:  Oxford University Press,
2003): 211–12.  
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Leading up to this moment I see a man struggling to make sense
out of both his own experience and the struggles that engaged
his society.   I will discuss this moment in his life in the second
of several stories about the prophet that will anchor my reec-
tion.   For about two years  after  receiving the  rst  revelation
there was no further revelation, only assurance to Muhammad
that what he had received was indeed from God.  Following this
dry period, the revelations continued without interruption until
his departure of this world in 632.4    

We read almost nothing about Muhammad’s public ministry
in the Qur’an.   For that  we need to refer  to the biographical
sources  that  have  played  an  important  role  in  the  minds  and
hearts of the faithful.   They  ll  out a portrait of the Prophet.
This portrait gives texture to the revelation and provides us with
various models of an excellent life in submission to God.  It is in
these biographical sources that we read about events such as the
emigration of Muhammad and his early followers to Abyssinia
(modern-day Ethiopia), the boycotting of his clan because of his
teaching, the death of his wife Khadijah and of his uncle and pro-
tector Abu Talib, the loss of his clan protection, his visit to the oasis
near Medina called al-Taif for refuge, and the hijrah to Medina.
The Qur’an depicts  the prophet as fully human, struggling to
be steadfast and patient in the face of persecution.   He has no
miraculous powers and agonizes “over those who did not believe
and remained humble, shy, and sincere.   He constantly sought
forgiveness for his own sins”.5  

 4 Following Muhammad’s death in 632 the Qur’an was considered complete.
Partial collections were made during his lifetime by his wives, companions, and
scribes.  The authoritative edition was completed and xed under the direction
of the third caliph, Uthman, within twenty years of Muhammad’s death.  

 5 “Muhammad” in The Oxford Dictionary of Islam: 211.
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His military acumen became apparent during the Medinan
period with victories over the Meccans.  By 627 he was in com-
plete  control  of  Medina.   Many  of  the  surrounding  Bedouin
tribes forged alliances with him and became Muslim.   In the
spring of 628 a treaty with the Meccans granted him permission
to make a  pilgrimage,  or  hajj,  the following year.   The treaty
also  established a  ten-year  peace  between his  community  and
other tribes in the great trading city.   However, this truce was
broken the following year, which nevertheless led to the peaceful
surrender of the city to Muhammad.   By 630 Muhammad was
in  command of  all  of  west-central  Arabia.   In  the  years  that
followed he sent emissaries throughout the region to negotiate
treaties, some of which were followed by massive conversions to
Islam.  In 632 he led pilgrims on the “Farewell Pilgrimage”, the
largest gathering of Muslims in his lifetime.  On his return trip
to Medina he contacted a fatal illness and died in June of that
year, likely in his sixtieth year. 

My old friend Tom Faulkner commented over dinner with
Ibrahim Abu-Rabi’, the rst holder of the chair of Islamic Studies
at the University of Alberta, several years ago that, in his view,
Muhammad was the greatest man who had ever lived. 6  Why?

 6 Tom Faulkner was a distinguished professor of religious studies in Canada
and devoted substantial attention to the theme of religion and war.  He died in
2010 not long after giving a series of lectures to a Pakistan military college on
militant  religion.   Ibrahim Abu-Rabi’  held the Edmonton Council of Muslim
Communities Chair in Islamic Studies at the University of Alberta.   When he
came in 2008 to interview for the chair position we had lunch together and I
briefed him on the work of the Ronning Centre.  I also asked if we might join
together if he took the ECMC Chair and worked on the capacity of Islam for
modernity, for pluralism, human rights, the secular, and democracy.  When he
came in the fall  of 2008 we began working closely in Canada as well as Syria
and Turkey.  He died unexpectedly in the early morning hours of July 2, 2011.
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He was a civilizing hero who had put together a new and lasting
social, political, and religious order.  He was administrator, legis-
lator,  judge,  commander-in-chief  as  well  as  teacher,  preacher,
and prayer-leader.  And, we have not even got around to his key
vocation:  that of God’s messenger and seal of the prophets for
the faithful.  For Islamic scholars he is the jurist par excellence.
For mystics he is the model for those who seek spiritual perfec-
tion.  For philosophers and statesmen he is the supreme example of
a conqueror, one who does not humiliate the defeated but rules
in a just way.   And for the pious Muslim, he is the model of
God’s grace and salvation, the person obedient to the “beautiful
pattern of conduct”.7  

what would muslims like to hear christians say?

I rst raised my interest in writing about the prophet Muhammad
for Christians with my colleagues in Turkey and Syria.   They
felt the wound I talked about at the beginning of this essay and
were eager that I do it and do it quickly.   They wanted to have
such an essay in hand so they could push back against the propa-
ganda within their own communities about the blasphemous ways
Christians speak about the Prophet and about Islam.  They saw
the gravity of the issue and were grateful I might try to address
it, pleading with me to do so as soon as possible.   Another col-
league whom I hold in high regard listened to my initial reec-
tion on the task and, while lauding the intention, suggested there
were forces at  work in the Muslim world that would seek to
harm me if I did so.   We discussed how convenient it has been
to have a large cache of awful images of the Prophet ready at
hand to bolster a sense of victimization and to marshal the young

 7 Professor  Faulkner’s  comments  are  echoed  in  the  essay  on  Muhammad
cited above. 
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into militant ranks against the West and the modern world.  Such
images feed the rise of militant Islam.   For this reason alone
counter narratives are needed. 

Over the past few years I have joined small groups of Muslims
and discussed this question.  Recently I posed the question this
way: “What might Christians say about the prophet Muhammad
that would warm your heart as a Muslim?”   This question was
more difcult than it appeared.  It invited my friends to make a
variety of comments,  some cautionary and some clearly meant
for a conversation taking place within Muslim circles today.   A
few others  endeavoured to help me ponder the gravity of  the
question. 

On several occasions more was said about Jesus Christ8  than
about Muhammad.  I took this as part of the continuity of Muslim
reection on Christianity, trying to assure Christians that Islam
is not only friendly to Jesus Christ but gives him a special and
unique place witnessed to by the amount said about him in the
Qur’an.  Jesus’ status in the Qur’an is equal to that of the prophet
Adam and more.  He is the Word of God, and Muhammad af-
rmed that to the pagans.  We see his special spirit, as one of my
interlocutors said, in the birth narrative when God “blows Jesus’
soul into Mary bringing all life together in him.   He did not

 8 Muslim practice is to refer to Jesus, Son of Mary, followed by the salutation
“peace be upon him”, a discipline followed in the mention of the names of all
prophets.   The Qur’an refers to him twenty-ve times.   He is  spoken of as a
righteous prophet,  a messenger to Israel  just as Muhammad was to the Arab
peoples.  He is a sign from God, the Spirit of God, and Messiah, all designations
given a particular articulation in Islamic theology.  While accepting his mirac-
ulous birth (Qur’an 3:45) Islam is careful to distance itself from the Christian
teaching  of  the  Incarnation.   The  Christian  understanding  of  the  crucixion
and resurrection is also denied.  Rather, God took Jesus up into Himself so he
did not taste of death. 
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receive a message to create a new religion, Christianity.  He re-
ceived God’s message as all prophets do.  Christianity was made
by the Romans, not Jesus”.

Many of my friends talked about how it would warm their
heart  if  Christians  would  simply  understand that  Muhammad
was the bearer of a divine message, the Qur’an.  Muhammad is
like all the other prophets, and since Christians hold the other
prophets dear, they should also hold Muhammad dear.  This was
the most common response to my simple question.  My Muslim
friends, like many Christians, want others to share in the depth
of their faith and become one with them in belief and practice.
It is an ultimate concern and rightly stands at the centre of their
response to my question.  Saint Gregory Palamas said “someday
we may all be united in faith and may that day come soon”.   I
expressed  my  appreciation  for  their  desire  to  see  Christians
become Muslims or, to put it perhaps more to my friends’ liking,
to become fully faithful to the divine revelation.   I pointed out
that, as much as they would like this, we are not there and that
my intention is  to help Christians who remain Christian, like
me, to  nd ways to speak about Muhammad that might warm
the heart of faithful Muslims. 

Other colleagues and friends pointed out that the whole of
the human family is related, not through its particular prophets
but through its common Creator who is “the master of the Day of
Judgement”.  It would be good if Christians would pray directly
to God as Muslims do.  Praying in the name of Jesus Christ places
a prophet between you and God, they argued. Orthodox Chris-
tians, one person pointed out, do recognize the oneness of God
because they pray “in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit,  one God. . . .”   Our relationship to God is singular and
direct, unmediated.  The main thing is to believe in God.
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Another  colleague  said  he  often  heard  Muslims  “give
Muhammad and his  companions  what  amounted  to  a  kind of
divine status” totally inappropriate as the Prophet himself made
clear on many occasions.  He argued that, along with my concern,
we need to help Muslims properly claim the humanity  of the
Prophet and not idolize him.

He also spoke about the importance of restoring Muhammad
to the line descending from Ishmael.  Perhaps it would be helpful
for Christians to realize what it really means to understand that
Ishmael and Isaac were brothers and both of them had Abraham
as their father.   Abraham and Ishmael are the ancestors of the
Arab tribes and they established the worship of the one God with
the construction of the Kaaba at Mecca.9                          

Is  it  possible  for  Christians  to  consider  all  prophets  as
prophets of God?  This response from one of my interlocutors,
re-shaped  as  a  question,  invites  numerous  problems  for  both
Muslims  and  Christians.   In  both  our  traditions  we  have  the
requirement  to discern  true prophets  from false  prophets.   In
both  Islam and  Christianity  schism has  occurred  in  the  face
of this  discernment.   This  process  of  discernment  is  certainly
necessary when a new or further revelation occurs and when a
new prophet or messenger arrives.   If members of one’s family
and community are attracted to the new message and if others
are threatened by it  there will  obviously be serious and often
long-term consequences.  This, of course, is part of the story of
the Christian relationship to Islam as it is the story of Orthodox
Islam in connection with the emergence of “new” messengers

 9 The Kaaba is the cube-shaped “House of God” located at the centre of the
ancient caravansary, Mecca, in Saudi Arabia.  Muslim tradition teaches that it was
built by Abraham and Ishmael and it is the focus to this day of Muslim prayer
as well as the destination for the hajj pilgrimage.
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within its midst.   But what should our stance be as Christians
after fourteen centuries when communities, cultures, and civil-
izations in so many parts of the world have thrived based on the
revelation and on the Prophet Muhammad as teacher and model? 

At the invitation of the Imam for the University Hospital
interfaith chapel, I joined the gathered faithful for their Friday
noon prayer.  Following the prayer a number of them stayed to
talk about my question.  They were all medical doctors and came
from various countries with large Muslim populations.   One of
them said that he had never heard any Christian speak disrespect-
fully  about  the  prophet  Muhammad.   One  should  speak  with
courtesy about all prophets just as one should about all human
beings.   This is  all we need to ask.   Another person suggested
that perhaps Christians could speak about Muhammad as a great
leader if not as a prophet.   Surely his singular greatness was clear
from the historical  record and should not be too  difcult  for
all people to see.   Then an interesting distinction was offered.
Various titles  are  associated with the Prophet  along with his
being the seal of the prophets.   Muhammad is also commonly
referred to as a messenger of God and as a servant of God.  While
Christians may not wish to see him as a messenger of God, might
it be possible for them to come to understand that he was God’s
servant,  leading  the  Arab  peoples  rst  and  then  many  other
peoples who worshipped many gods to worship the one God?
Would there be any impediment in the teaching of Christianity
to referring to Muhammad as a servant of God?  As I listened
to my interlocutor unfold this possibility my thoughts turned to
the occasions when I have addressed someone as the servant of
God.  It is a common form of address among Orthodox Christians.
At Holy Communion the priest normally says, “The servant of
God,  David,  receives  the  body  and  blood  of  our  Lord.”   In
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writing to a person who is struggling, either with some aspect
of faith or with the organized inadequacies of life, I have often
addressed them as the servant or handmaiden of God.  If you re-
ceive a letter from an Orthodox monastery you will be addressed
in this way.  It makes no difference, at least to some of us, whether
you  are  an  Orthodox  Christian  or  not.   I  will  return  to  this
suggestion and several others in my conclusion. 

Now that I have outlined how I came to explore rethinking
the Prophet Muhammad and before I endeavour to draw some
conclusions, I would like to recount several stories about him.
They put a face on “this most excellent of human beings” and
since, for Christians, all human beings are created in the image
of God I would like to esh out Muhammad. 

“be as if you were a stranger and wayfarer”

The Muslim tradition of biography and story about Muhammad
elaborates portents associated with his birth and with his mother
Aminah’s  sense that she was carrying someone special  indeed.
Muhammad was born into a noble Meccan family, Banu Hashim,
a family that many of the clans of the city held in high regard.
When Aminah was in her second month of pregnancy her husband
and Muhammad’s father, Abdullah, died while on a trip to Yathrib
north of Mecca.   Muhammad was thus born into a context of
“the tension of the dual status implied in Mecca by a respectable
descent, on one hand, and the precariousness of having no father,
on the other.”10  His grandfather, Abd al-Muttalib, took respon-
sibility for the infant and, like Aminah, he too sensed the special
nature of the newborn. 

It was customary in Mecca among important families to nd a

 10 In  the  Footsteps  of  the  Prophet, Lessons  from the  Life  of  Muhammad ,  Tariq
Ramadan (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2007): 10. 
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wet nurse among the nomadic Bedouin tribes living in the region.
This was difcult since many of the likely candidates were super-
stitious and not wanting to be associated with an infant whose
father had died before he was born.  Finally a woman, Halimah,
from the Banu Sad Bedouins in the Arabian Desert  took the
infant into her care suckled and nurtured him.  He was with the
family for the rst four years of his life, formed in the barren and
difcult  environment  of the desert,  a  place where the endless
horizons heighten one’s sense of the fragility of being human, a
place that inclines everyone to contemplation and makes solitude
a normal part of daily life.

Tariq Ramadan has pointed out that Muhammad’s life as an
orphan and his formative experience of the desert is echoed in
the Qur’an:

Did He not nd you an orphan and give you shelter?  And He
found you wandering and He gave you guidance.  And He found
you in need, and made you independent.   Therefore [for that
reason], do not treat the orphan with harshness, nor chide him

who asks.  But the bounty of your Lord, proclaim!  

11       

Muhammad’s  mother  died  when  he  was  six,  leaving  him
“utterly dependent on God, but also close to the most destitute
among people.”12  It is not surprising that in the Qur’an again
and again we are reminded, just as in the Hebrew prophets and
by the words of Jesus Christ, to care for and not forsake widows
and orphans, the poor of the world, those who are in deep need.
Muhammad never  forgot his  early years  and we will  see this
echoed in my third story.

In the desert Muhammad learned from the rich Bedouin oral
tradition with its eloquence and charming turns of phrase that

 11 Qur’an 93:6–11.                             12   Ramadan, op. cit.: 11.
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capture so much in so few words.  Here was forged the discipline
of chanting prayer, of yearning for the divine, of apprehending
our  nitude,  expressed  in  that  profound  and  haunting  chant
that we commonly nd in Muslim circles down to our own day.
So many prophets come from the deserts of the Levant.   Desert
spirituality  has  deeply  shaped  the  biblical  tradition  as  it  has
Christianity and Islam.  Nomads are always moving, specks within
a massive sea of sand, following the moon and stars, seeking an
oasis at the end of each day.  Freedom is blended with eetingness,
vulnerability, and humility.  Nomads are comfortable with becom-
ing strangers, which may account for their singular hospitality.
Muhammad reects  his  childhood experience as  he prescribes
the spiritual life to a young Abdullah ibn Umar, “be in this world
as if you were a stranger or a wayfarer”.13  And it is the desert
that spoke to him of the presence of the Creator and of the wonder
of creation, for the desert often appears so devoid of life yet to
the watchful observer it yields the miracle of the return of life:

And among His Signs is this: you see the earth humble [because
of drought]; but when We send down rain to it, it is stirred to
life and yields increase.  Truly, He who gives it life can surely
give life to the dead, for He has power over all things. 14     

Through his early experiences Muhammad came to see nature
as the primary guide for the faithful and the most intimate com -
panion in the unfolding of the spiritual life.   Prophets learn from
the desert.   It becomes a spiritual teacher and moves the heart
and mind from encounters with nitude to the majesty of God,
from the contemplation of what appears to be lifeless to con -
sciousness of that which is life-giving being called forth from

 13 Prophetic tradition (hadith) reported by al-Bukhari; quoted by Ramadan: 12.
 14 Qur’an 41:39.
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the most barren of places.   Muhammad learned this in his  rst
four years of life and he never forgot it. 

spiritual struggle and openness to the divine

When Muhammad was nearly forty he had reached a point in
his spiritual life familiar to many Christians and common in the
lives of saints in the Christian tradition.  His search for meaning
had intensied and he retreated to one of the caves near Mecca,
a practice he no doubt had seen Christians doing as well as Mecca’s
hannafa15  community.  We have several Biblical accounts of such
withdrawal during such times of struggle when one is searching
out  one’s  vocation  and  seeking  resolution  in  the  face  of  the
temptation to despair or cynicism.   Moses’ sojourn behind the
mountain and his encounter there with the bush that burned and
was not consumed comes immediately to mind.16  The prophet
Elijah  ees  to  Mount  Horeb  following  his  encounter  with  a
hostile Jezebel and it is there that he hears the gentle whisper of
God.17  Jesus Christ’s forty days in the desert and his encounter
with the tempter also come to mind.18  I am not talking about
equivalencies  here but only pointing to what is a  remarkably
common feature of the spiritual life for those who seek to be
servants of God.  For Muhammad it was the month of Ramadan
and he went to the cave of Hira with modest supplies.   It was
high up and accessible only by a narrow path, secluded but with
a view of the Kaaba far below.   The barren plain stretched out
in every direction.  Like an early Christian monk he sought the

 15 The hannafa community was a group in Saudi Arabia at the time of the Prophet
that worshipped one God but was not identied with either Jews or Christians.

 16 Exodus 3:1–7.                                    17   1 Kings 19:1–21.

 18 Matthew 4:1–11; Mark 1:12f; Luke 4:1–13.
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desert place to work out his salvation.   It was here in the cave
that he was greeted: “As-salamu alayka, ya rasul Allah!” “Peace
be upon you, Messenger of God!”  The angel Gabriel appeared
to him and ordered him to read.   Muhammad answered, “I am
not of those who read!”  The angel held him tightly and insisted.
Again and a third time Muhammad answered, “I am not of those
who read!”   The angel said,  “Read in the name of your Lord
[Rabb,  “Educator”], Who created humankind out of a clinging
clot.  Read, and your Lord is most bountiful, He who taught by
means of the pen, taught humankind that which they did not
know.”  

19  Muslims know these words as the  rst verses of the
revelation.   Muhammad was deeply troubled by this encounter
and, in some accounts, we read of him taking  ight from the
cave and running frantically down the mountain back home and
throwing himself  into his  wife  Khadijah’s  arms asking her to
cover him with a cloak.   He told her what had happened.   He
was stricken with uncontrollable fear.  Was he going mad?  Was
an evil spirit courting him?  Khadijah comforted him and assured
him of his goodness and of God’s protection and grace.  She then
sought out the advice of her cousin, the Christian Waraqah ibn
Nawfal, who identied the angel who had come to Muhammad
as “the same who had come to Moses.   Indeed, Muhammad is
the prophet of this people”.   Sometime later ibn Nawfal spoke
to  Muhammad  about  what  was  unfolding,  “you  will  certainly
be called a liar, ill-treated, banished, and attacked.  If I am still
alive then, God knows I will support you to bring His cause to
victory!”20

To  faithful  Muslims  this  account  marks  the  beginning  of
Muhammad’s mission.  It is the moment of receiving his vocation.

 19 Qur’an 96:1–5.                                  20   Ramadan, op. cit.: 30.
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It speaks to a call for an intimate relationship to God as much
as  it  does to his  “fear  and trembling” in the presence of the
divine message.   He is deeply dependent on his wife Khadijah
for assurance that what he has heard is not the product of his
own mind or the deceptive words of one of the principalities and
powers that roam the cosmos.  Others have to coax and persuade
him to return to attentiveness to the messenger sent to him in
order that he can be a bearer of the message to others.  Muhammad
is in the heat of a spiritual struggle.

excellence trumps justice

Let me give you a nal story, a story that speaks of Muhammad’s
deep concern to move beyond justice to the kind of excellence
that makes all things new. 

“The Prophet held one of his Companions, Abu Lubabah,
in  great  esteem.”  

21 He trusted  him and  put  him in  charge  of
Medina when he left for the  rst Badr expedition.   Some time
later a young orphan came to Muhammad to complain that Abu
Lubabah had taken from him a palm tree that had long been his.
The Prophet summoned Abu Lubabah and asked him to explain.
Investigations  showed  that  the  palm tree  did  belong  to  Abu
Lubabah.   The Prophet therefore judged in the latter’s favour.
The orphan who had lost his parents at a young age not unlike
the Prophet now was stripped of what he thought was his sole
belonging.   Once Muhammad had given his judgement and no
doubt remembering his  own vulnerability as  a  child,  privately
asked Abu Lubabah to give the tree to the young orphan.  Did
he really need another palm tree?  The orphan had nothing and
he, as  a  companion of Muhammad, had all  he could possibly
wish for.  Abu Lubabah adamantly refused.  He had gone to such

 21 For a fuller account of this incident see Ramadan, op. cit.: 133–134.
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lengths to assert his right of ownership and the orphan had gone
behind his back to appeal to the Prophet.  The desire for justice
had veiled Abu Lubabah’s heart.   “Revelation was to recall,  on
both the individual and collective levels, the singular nature of
the spiritual elevation that makes it possible to reach beyond the
consciousness of justice that demands right, to the excellence of
the heart, that offers forgiveness or gives people more than their
due: ‘God commands justice and excellence’  ”.22 

Abu Lubabah was the just owner of the palm tree.  The lesson
drawn forth by the Prophet is  that our shared humanity and
our capacity for compassion in the face of the suffering of others
also requires us to move beyond the gateway of justice to the
excellence of the human heart which can give generously and aid
in the healing of others.  The Prophet realized that his compan-
ion’s “almost blind attachment to one of Islam’s recommendations,
justice, prevented him from reaching the superior level of just-
ness of the heart: excellence, generosity, giving”. 23  We are told
that another of the Prophet’s companions, Thabit ibn Dahdanah,
having heard about the conict with the orphan, negotiated to
purchase the single palm tree from Abu Lubabah and then gave
it to the boy.  Muhammad rejoiced at the outcome.  Abu Lubabah
then recognized his lack of compassion and asked for forgiveness.  

conclusions

In this paper I have explored the possibility of a new way for
Christians to think about Muhammad through asking the ques-
tion:   What  can  Christians  say  about  Muhammad that  would
warm the heart of Muslims? 

One of the most elementary considerations for Christians is

 22 Ramadan, op. cit.: 133.  The quote is from the Qur’an, 16:90.

 23 Ramadan, op. cit.: 133. 
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to remember the Decalogue and the commandment, “Thou shalt
not bear  false  witness.”  

24  In  recent years  I  have reminded a
concerned  Lutheran  clergyman  of  this  commandment  after
receiving his email missives drawing on the rhetoric of medieval
hate literature forged in the period of the Crusades.  I think it is
reasonable and necessary to critique the actions of militants who
claim to be Muslims and to challenge some of the perspectives
of political Islam in light of modern culture and liberal demo-
cratic values that are part of the treasure of the West.  It is quite
another to reify Islam and see it only through the prism of militant
movements.   Seeing Islam in that way reduces the meaning of
the Prophet to a set of propagandistic images hatched out of
fear and put into the service of the protection of old empires
or the expansion of new ones.  Osama bin Laden saw Islam and
faithfulness as manifest only in his particular understanding of
jihad.  From a strategic point of view, reifying Islam though this
special  lens plays into the hands of the very people with such
an agenda; in other words, in seeing Muslims only through the
prism of militant movements, Christians become bedfellows with
their enemy.  But this is not the most troubling aspect of failing
to  keep  the  commandment  to  not  bear  false  witness.   When
Christians fall prey to this temptation they endanger their own
spiritual health, diminish their sanctity, and ruin their relation-
ships with their brothers and sisters who treasure the pathways
and disciplines revealed in the Qur’an. 

Nonetheless, I  did not ask this question simply to suggest
what ought or ought not to be said by Christians.  Rather, I am
interested in what capacity we have to speak words of regard
for Muhammad, words that may begin to heal the wound in the

 24 Exodus 20:16; Deuteronomy 5:20.
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heart of many Muslims given the centuries of awful images born
of fear and xenophobia.

The Roman Catholic Church responded in part to this issue
on October 28,  1965 when Pope Paul VI promulgated  Nostra
Aetate, the Declaration on the Relation of the Church to Non-
Christian Religions.  This document points to the common origin
of the human race, the impulse to respond to “that hidden power
which hovers  over the course of  things”,  and to a sense that
cultures throughout time have spoken in various ways to help
people to answer the same questions of meaning offered up by
human experience.  Here is what Nostra Aetate says about Islam: 

The Church regards  with  esteem also  the  Moslems.   They
adore the one God, living and subsisting in Himself; merciful
and all-powerful,  the Creator  of  heaven and earth,  who has
spoken to men; they take pains to submit wholeheartedly to
even His inscrutable decrees, just as Abraham, with whom the
faith of Islam takes pleasure in linking itself, submitted to God.
Though they do not acknowledge Jesus as God, they revere
Him as a prophet.  They also honor Mary, His virgin Mother;
at times they even call on her with devotion.  In addition, they
await the day of judgment when God will render their deserts
to all those who have been raised up from the dead.   Finally,
they value the moral life and worship God especially through
prayer, almsgiving and fasting. 

Since in  the course  of  centuries  not  a  few quarrels  and
hostilities  have arisen between Christians and Moslems,  this
sacred synod urges all to forget the past and to work sincerely
for mutual understanding and to preserve as well as to promote
together for the benet of all mankind social justice and moral
welfare, as well as peace and freedom.25  

 25 Online: <http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/>.
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Given the history of the West and the Roman Catholic Church,
this document is laudable.   No longer can Catholics look upon
Islam and Muslims through the lens of the past.   It is striking,
however, that the fathers of the Second Vatican Council did not
nd it within themselves to mention the name of Muhammad.
Perhaps  this  was  more  freight  than  the  Council  could  bear.
Almost  fty years have elapsed since 1965 so let us reconsider
how as Christians we think about Muhammad.

Muhammad  was  a  civilizing  hero,  as  my  colleague  Tom
Faulkner pointed out a number of years ago.  Modern letters have
brought this forward and we now have popular books written which
make this point in clear and laudatory terms.  Karen Armstrong’s
Muhammad, A Prophet for our Time, published in 2006 by Harper-
Collins in their “Eminent Lives” series, is an example.  There are
many.  All men and women who move cultures into a new way of
ordering existence, into new arrangements that over time prove
useful and at least in some sense uniting, do so in the context of
the cut and thrust of history.  It is never neat and clean but rather
the result of struggle.   Certainly Muhammad can be granted as
much leeway as we commonly grant to others in the West and
elsewhere that have revolutionized the way of life of so many in the
human family.  As my friend the historian Nicholas Wickenden
recently put it, “I can love Muhammad for the wisdom evident
in the remarkable advances that he brought about, including new
civil standards, though I do not feel obliged to accept for myself
everything he said.”   Yet  what  Muhammad did as  conqueror,
legislator, and statesman, while historically  signicant, is only a
small aspect of who we know him to be. 

For the faithful of Islam Muhammad is the seal of the prophets,
the last prophet if not the last messenger.   Many would assume
the only proper response to him would be to accept him as the
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seal of the prophetic tradition and become Muslim.  My interest
lies  in  the capacity of  Christian tradition to hold Muhammad
with regard and so I come to my nal argument.

Shortly after it was published I read Tariq Ramadan’s In the
Footsteps of the Prophet (2007).   It is a remarkable book moving
the  reader  through  Muhammad’s  life,  putting  aspects  of  his
experience and the lessons taken from them in dialogue with the
revelation of the Qur’an.  We encounter Muhammad creating a
new civil order, which brought unity to longstanding tribal feuds,
and cultures that were based on self-interest, reprisal, and often
on vengeance.  Muhammad as legislator, judge, commander-in-
chief and as teacher, spiritual counsellor, and friend are vivid.  Like
the Holy Theotokos, the Virgin Mary, he was open to the divine
word and was a servant to making it present in the life of the
world.  Over and over we see him exercise mercy and compassion
and encourage excellence in his Companions.   I recall thinking
that if  Muhammad had been an Orthodox Christian he would
have been regarded as a saint like no other.  We have saints who
are  warriors,  civilizing heroes,  legislators,  teachers,  friends  of
God,  spiritual  fathers  and  mothers.   We also  have  those  who
have been messengers of God and embodiments of the Gospel
in a vivid way.   But I have never known one saint in whom all
these aspects were held together.  This was a striking realization
and I  began to understand a  bit  more about  why there was  a
wound in the heart of faithful Muslims that had its origin in a
long tradition of awful rhetoric and imagery about him. 

Let  me  nish  by  suggesting  that  Christians  take  up  the
suggestion of one of my interlocutors and seek to come to know
Muhammad, not as a competitor or a false prophet endeavouring
to convert Christians, but as one who sought to be faithful to the
deep call of the human heart to hear what God has to say to the
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human family, as one who risked his sanity by opening himself
to what was revealed to him and who sought, mostly, to live the
beautiful pattern of conduct.  That is as much as we can say about
any and all servants of God and far more than we can usually say
about ourselves.   What have we to lose to see him as a servant
of God?  What have we to gain to see him as a servant of God?
I  suggest  for  the  sake  of  our  conversation  that  we  have  one
important thing to lose.   In thinking about Muhammad in this
uncommon way, focusing on his contributions not only as the
seal of the prophets for the faithful of another religion but also
as  a  singular  person  of  excellence,  Christians  no longer  live
under the shadow of enmity.  It is deeply Christian to recognize
a remarkable person in the seventh century and the community
he  called  to  faithfulness.   As  Christians  deserve  nothing  less
than being regarded as bearers of the divine image and seekers
along the pathways of those who wish to be friends of God, so too
do others.   In our world so fraught with hatred, death-dealing,
selshness, and the appetite to devour whatever lies before us,
through this new way for Christians to think about Muhammad
we gain friendships forged by the recognition that each of us is
called to excellence and that each of us has been called to nd it
on the other side of justice.
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